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ill.

SUMMARY.

This thesis deals with the study of some organic 
crystal structures using the method of x-ray diffraction;
it is divided into three parts.

Part I consists of a description of some theoretical 
aspects of x~ray crystal analysis. The techniques 
described have been limited to those which have actually 
been used by the author. X~ray investigations are 
undertaken with one of two aims in view, either to 
obtain more accurate molecular dimensions for molecules 
of known crystal structure or else to determine the 
structure of a molecule whose crystal, or even chemical, 
structure is not known. Both types of approach are 
described in this thesis.

Part II describes the determination of more accurate 
parameters for three sulphone molecules, ^-^-dichloro- 
diphenyl sulphone has been fully refined using the 
method of least squares. Accurate bond lengths and angles 
have been found and an analysis of the anisotropic 
thermal vibrations is given. The positions of the 
hydrogen atoms have been determined and found to be in



good agreement with the positions found in a neutron 
diffraction study of this compound by other workers.
The other two molecules studied are '~dlbromodiphenyl 
sulphone and ’-diiododiphenyl sulphone; these three 
sulphones are isomorphous. The analyses of these two 
molecules are not so complete as the previous one 
although they have also been approached by the three - 
dimensional least squares method. The molecular geometry 
is given although the values are not as accurate as in 
the case of b-b5-diclilorodiphenyl sulphone.

In Part III the attempts to elucidate the crystal 
structures of two molecules are described. The 
investigations were undertaken because of the lack of 
conclusive chemical evidence about their molecular 
structures. The study of prodigiosin, a bacterial pigment, 
was unsuccessful and the reasons for this are discussed. 
The study of a derivative of an antibiotic, fumagillin, 
has, however, been more satisfactory. So far only one 
projection has been studied but the molecule has been 
located in this and a possible chemical structure for the 
compound is suggested. A complete analysis to determine 
the stereochemistry will require three - dimensional 
data.



There are two appendices to this thesis, the first 
is composed of all the structure factor data for the 
compounds studied. The second appendix gives details 
of the programs written for the DEUCE electronic 
digital computer which have been used in the crystal 
analyses described.
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Part I,

X-Ray Crystal Analysis.



JL«
1 . DiyraACTiai.

1.1 Introduction.
Although x*rays were discovered in 1895 by Roentgen, 

x-ray crystallography really originated with von Laue's 
discovery in 1912 that crystals can diffract an x-ray 
beam. Since then considerable advances in the subject 
have been made and today it is becoming a very powerful 
method of analysis, particularly in the investigation of 
compounds of completely unknown chemical structure. 
Another important use of the method is in determining 
accurately the details of the atomic arrangement of atoms 
in molecules and crystals.

The greatest problem in the application of the method 
arises in the making of the initial observations. The 
measurement of the amplitudes of the diffracted x-ray 
beams can now be carried out with considerable accuracy 
particularly if electronic counting apparatus is used; no 
method,however, has yet been devised for the determination 
of the relative phases of these waves. These phases must 
be known before the structure can be solved. Several 
methods have been suggested for overcoming this problem, 
in particular by Patterson(1935) ? Harlcer and Kasper(19̂ -8) 5 
Karle and Hauptmann(1950) and Sayre(1952). None of these



f« generally applicable and each easo mat ba conaidered
on Its own merits. Details of some of the methods used
in this thesis are given below.

Firstly, if we know the positions of the atoms in the 
crystal we must be able to calculate structure factors 
from these for comparison with the observed values.

1.2 Structure factor expression.
If a primitive lattice is defined by the lattice 

constants &, b and c, then the two lattice points and 
(Fig.l) are related by

X = u.£ + v.b + w.c ............. (i)
where u, v and v are integers.

So

Fig,l.
If a parallel x-ray beam of wavelength > falls on the 
lattice in a direction defined by a vector s,0? length 
1A» then after diffraction travels In the direction of a 
second vector s9 also of length l A s the path differ once



3.
of the two scattered waves as in Fig. 1 is given toy

path difference = A^.N « A2.M
= M r . s  - x .Sq)
= A.r is. - Sq)

where S = s - Sq .
For the scattered waves to be in phase this difference 

must be a whole number of wav'es, ie. £.S must be integral. 
By (i),(u.g + v.b + w.c).S must be integral, and this 
will only be true if each term is integral since u, v, and 
w are integers; hence

where h, k and £ are integers.
These are Laue's equations and the integers hs k and & 

are the Miller Indices of the diffracting plane.
If,now, we consider an atom in the unit cell with 

fractional coordinates (xn,yn,zn), its position will be 
defined by the vector

(ii)

i&. S 55 k
b.S = k
c.S = £

(iii)

(iv)



and the phase change of the nave scattered toy this atom
with respect to a m e  scattered toy an atom at the origin
of the cell will be

j2& ♦A.£n.S = 2X.J&.S .............. (v)
Thus the expression for the wave scattered by this atom is

fn.exp(2xi£.S)
where *n is the atomic scattering factor of the nth atom. 
The complete wave scattered by all of the N atoms in the 
unit cell is given by 

NF = 2 fn.exp(2xi£n.S) .............. (vi)
n=l

where F is called the structure factoi'.
By substituting (iv) in (vi), we get

F = 2 fn.exp{2xi(xn.a*S + yn*£»S +zn*£•§)}

and by (iii)
F = 2 fn.exp{2?ci(hxn + kyn + lZn)} •••• (vii)

In general the quantity measured, the intensity, is 
proportional to |F2|; the phase, however, is not 
measurable.

Now if F = A + iB, then
F2 = F.F* = A2 + B2 

F being the complex conjugate of F, then



A = 2 fn.cos2*(hxn + kyn + l*n)
......  (viit)

B = 2 fn. sln2ic(hxn + kyn + lzn)

These are the quantities used in practice and they can
be simplified for the various space-groups, eg.Pj where
the equivalent positions are (xn,yn,zn) and 
(-Xn,*yn>-zn). Substitution in (viii) gives 

N/2
A = 2 2 fn.cos2x(hxn + kyn + 2zn)n=l
B a 0

and, therefore, we need unly calculate A for half of the 
number of atoms in the unit cell.

1.3 Atomic scattering factors.
These are numbers representing the amplitudes of the 

x-ray beam scattered by an atom, and for any particular 
atom are proportional to Z, the atomic number, and a 
function of 0, the Bragg angle. They are available in 
tabular form and have been determined from theoretical 
considerations by James and Brindley(1931), McWeeny(195D? 
Stam and Tomiie(195B) and others, and also by empirical 
methods, for example by Abrahams(1955).

These atomic scattering factors are determined for 
atoms at rest, and since in crystals atoms are undergoing 
thermal vibrations, the atomic scattering factors must to



modified to allow for this* If u is the mean displacement
of the atom from its mean position, then by analogy with 
equation (v) the phase change will be

2tc.2u .S = k*\\. S ........... ..........  (vf)
and hence for this atom

^n = fo- exp(*Htiu.S)
= fo{cos(Hxa.S) + i. sin(lMcu.S)].

If the atomic vibration is spherically symmetric, then 
fn = fo*Gos(Vxu.S) ....................  (ix)

Now
cos x = 1 - x2/2 + x*/2b - ....

and
exp(-£x2) = 1 - x2/2 + x V 8  - ...

whence
cos x = exp(-4x2) .................... (x)

By applying (x) to equation (ix) we get
fn = f 0. exp -■£- ( .  S)2

= f 0. exp(-8x2u2S2).
This is generally written as

fn = f0.exp(-B. s2)    (xi)
where B = 8x2.u2 and is generally known as the Debye 
temperature factor (Debye,191^).



If now we have a set of observed structure factors 
derived from x-ray intensity data, then we may give these 
the signs of the corresponding structure factors calculated 
from the positions of the atoms in the unit cell. These 
signed, observed structure factors may then be used as 
coefficients in a Fourier series to determine the electron 
density at any point in the unit cell.

1.*+ Fourier rep res ent at ion of a crystal.
If ,o(xyz) is the electron density at the point (xyz) 

then yo(xyz)dxdydz gives the number of electrons in the 
volume element dx.dy.dz. When the unit cell has volume 
V, we get
F(hk£) := vJq j o/*( z > GXP (kx * ky + £z)} dx.dy.dz ..(xii) 
Now the electron density may be represented by a three- 
dimensional Fourier series (Bragg.1915), viz.
yO(xyz) = 222A(pqr) .exp(2^ci(px + qy * rz)} ...... (xiii)
If we now insert this in (xii) we get
F(hk2) « A(pqr).exp2?:i(px + qy + rz)] .

exp{27Ci(hx + ky + 2z)} dx.dy.dz 
and on integrating all terms are zero except that for 
which

p = -h; q = -k; r = -& giving



F(hki) = A(Ek5)dx.dy.dz
= V.A(hEE) 

ie. A(hkB) = l/V.F(hU£)
and so
p(xyz) = l/V.222 F(hldSL) .exp|-2xi(hx + ky + Hz)} ....(xiv) 
If h = k “ H = 0, then we find that F(000) = Z, where Z 
is the total number of electrons in the unit cell. .Since 
fn will fall off with siitf/A the terms in the series will 
decrease and in consequence the series will converge if 
sufficient F(hkH) data is available.

The disadvantage of this Fourier expression is that 
the signs of the coefficients, the phases, must be known, 
and these can only be calculated when the positions of 
the atoms in the crystal are, at least approximately, 
known. A method for overcoming this is to use F2(hkH) as
coefficients in the Fourier expression instead of F(hkH).

5 Patterson* s Fourier series.^  MMMMaMiaaafcaHMMKaai innwa, w i ■ iflfiri ihiwimii ■

Patterson (1935) showed that the Fourier series 
P(u,v,w) = 1/V.22S F2(hkH).exp{-2-xiChu + lev + Hw)} . ..(xv) 
would give a peak with coordinates (u,v,w) when two 
atoms of the structure are related to each other by a 
vector (u,v,e ) , the value of P(u,v,w) being proportional 
to the product of the electron densities of the two atoms



concerned. This function has the advantage that it is
real for all values of <u,v,w) sinco if we collect the 
coefficients in h,k,H and h,k,H and put 

F2(hk£) =
then (xv) becomes
P(u,v,w) = 1/2V.222 F2 (hkH) [exp<[-2fti(hu + kv + Hw)]

* exp{2xi (hu kv + Jw)}j 
- 1/V.222 F2(hkH). cos2ft(hu + kv + Hw)  (xvi)—CO

This function has the disadvantage that it gives rise to 
a large number of peaks, n(n - l)/2 if there are n atoms 
in the unit cell. Its chief value lies in the location of 
•heavy atoms*, ie. ones whose atomic number is larger 
than the others.

. This arises since the value of P(u,v,w) is proportional 
to the atomic number of the two atoms considered and in 
consequence these peaks will be better resolved.

This series, then, gives us a method for using our 
observations, the F2* s in a direct attempt to determine 
the atomic arrangement in the crystal. Having once 
determined the approximate atomic positions ue then 
require some methods for improving these values.
Successive cycles of Fourier series and structure factor 
calculations will accomplish this but Improved 
methods have been suggested.



1 0 .

1.6 di££sxpbss Foqrlftr aazlsa*
In the loast squares refinement process the function 

minimised is
<£ » z w(F0 - Fc)2 
1 n

If w = 1/fj is used the function to he minimised becomes
4> = | i/fj(F0 - pc)2

and the condition that should be a minimum with respect 
to the coordinates of the 1th atom is

S3 04Jl
^yi

For a centrosymmetric structure
R/2Fc » 2.2 fj.coSBj

where Qj = 2%{hx  ̂ + ky^ + 3kj).
(xvli)

Now

and

d Fc

if5 = -2.n/fj(F0 . P c)dPc
and hence

I f  = ^ • g j  = 8,.|h(P0 -Pc)3ln63
If we let Dj = if>o~Pch = the difference electron density
at the centre of the 1th atom then

Di = 1/\T.2(F0 - Fc ) cos 0 4J n



whence

(Sx)j = ~ ^ ^ 2  h(F0 - Fc)sin ....... (xix)

Combining (xviii) and (xix) we get

(t*i = ̂ (- ff)j
and since (6$®/6x) = 0 minimises then so does 

(8), = 0 ^  similarly (%)j » (J2)« 0.
If the positions of the atoms used for the structure 
factor calculations are found to coincide with points of 
zero electron density gradient on the difference map, then 

has been minimised with respect to these coordinates.
If, however, the gradient at an atomic position is non
zero, then the atom must be moved to a more positive 
region by an amount proportional to the gradient. The 
expression used to calculate the magnitude of this shift is

&r3 =    (xx)
where £ is the vector along the line of maximum gradient 
through the atom.

If we assume that the electron density near the 
centre of an atom can be represented (Costain,19^1) by 

p ( r )  = p  (0)«exp(-pr^)



S s ^ \  \ \ '
W  ̂  \ V \
// / \\\

Fig.2. Anisotropic thermal vibration.
The negative electron density contours are dashed. 
These features indicate that the temperature factor 
should be increased along the x ~ direction and 
decreased along the y - direction.



where p is a constant dependent on the temperature factor 
of the atom, then

= o = " 2p/O(0)

and hence equation (xx) becomes

= (lr)j';'2pP(0) .....  <x3ti)
The constants p andyoCQ) are evaluated by plotting lo g p  

against r^, the values of p  and r being measured from 
well resolved atoms, of the same type, on the corresponds?'i 
Fourier map.

Temperature parameters can also ha improved from the 
information on these maps. If, for instance, the value 
of Bj for an atom is too high then exp(~B-jS^) will be too 
low and correspondingly Fc « Fc will be too high. In this 
wayy00 - ' f ie  will bepositive at the corresponding atomic 
position; conversely, if is too low the value oSp0 ~ yOc 
will be negative. Evidence of anisotropic thermal vibrat:.;: 
can found by features such as are shown in Fig.2. These 
allow suitable thermal parameters of the form

B = a *5* p. sin2(̂ ) - 1-) ......... (xxii)
to be chosen (Hughes, 19^1; Cochran, 1951) for the two*- 
dimensional case, where a, fcB and ''L are constants and 
(2sin 0,$) are the polar coordinates of the reciprocal



1*7 Method of leasft squares. 
When the function

$ = 2 w(hkj) (|F0I - |P0lj 2
is near to its minimum, then a small change Axj in the 
x «• coordinate of the jth atom will change Fc by an 
amount

Simultaneous changes to all the atomic coordinates will 
result in a change of Fc of

The correct values of Ax-j etc. will therefore he those 
which most nearly equate AFC to F0 - Fc for all possible 
equations. For the least squares proceedure to work this 
number should be considerably greater than the number of 
unknown parameters to be determined - generally 3 position 
and 6 thermal parameters per atom plus the scale factor. 
If we consider only the positional parameters for N atoms, 
then the observational equations will be of the type shown 
in equation (xxiii). To form the normal equations, each 
of the q observational equations, where q is the number 
of independent observations, must be multiplied by the 
weighted coefficient of each of the unlmowns in turn. The



resulting q equations In each case are then summed to
give the 3N normal equations which can be solved for AXj
Ay3 and hz-y The jth of these normal equations will he 
obtained by multiplying the q equations (sociii) by 
w*bFc/6 x ^ and adding to produce

t vfflg?)2*** + &•&><»< t * 2 ^ c / ' M c ^q J 62:3 6yj 3 6r̂  2 k dXj \6xk K

+ Hk6yk ,u ̂ 6ẑ )] = iw(Fo “ Fc>isiy • • <xxiv>

where k denotes all the atoms except the jth.
Solution of these q equations is frequently a very 

large problem and some simplification can be made0 If the 
atoms are well resolved it can be shown that quantities 
such as

Sw M & M cq dx3 dxfc
are likely to be small compared with

!w(*ij)2
and can therefore be neglected. If the axes are orthogonal, 
or nearly so, terms of the form

2w |Ec.|£c

can also be neglected. This reduces equation (xxiv) to



**3- H U ; ) 2 • ...... <=*>

If the temperature parameters are also being refined 
the problem is a much larger one and best carried out on 
an electronic digital computer.

In many cases it is obvious that the atoms in a 
crystal are not subject to isotropic thermal vibrations 
and analytical methods have now been developed to allow 
for anisotropic vibration.

3-*8 Anisotropic thermal vibrations.~~ - H n m  I HM l i ii m ■ b nil I ■ ■ila— iii)i>nw v w n ^ ' w a w w w i u t M i M

In section 1*3 it was shown that if the atoms were
vibrating with spherical symmetry, then the scattering
factors should be corrected by the expression

T ss exp(-Bs2)
where B » 0^2„u^. In general, however, this is not true
and the vibration of the atoms is anisotropic; this can
be represented by

„2 3 3 ru = 2 2.................. (xxvi)i=X J=1 A J
inhere U^j is a symmetric tensor and %,%> %  are ^ie
components of the unit vector % along which the vibration
Is taking place. Hence

3 3m -8tc2( 2 y «2



1 6 .

which can conveniently be written in the form
T * exp »(h^b]_j + k bgj + l^bjj + hRbj2 + k3lb23 + ®rt*3l)

......  (xxvii)
where b y  = 2w2(a*')2Uj1

b22 = 2«2(b*)2u|2
boa « 2«2(c*)2U?o
‘ , 2 * h« „r .......  (xxviii)b^ 2  ~ .a *b .U£ 2

l>23 = c*\u?£
^ 3 1 - li • e*. a*.

If the molecule under consideration can be assumed to- 
be a rigid body then Cruickshank (1 9 ?6a) showed that the 
Ur tensors for these atoms can be represented by two 
tensors T-y and <*>•: j • The tensor T y  gives the mean square 
amplitude of the translational vibrations along the 
molecular axes and the <jy tensor gives the mean square 
angular oscillation about the molecular axes.

These two tensors may be calculated by the least
squares method; the normal equations are
12 f 2

q=

where U ^ S - ^ij obtained from the by; u£al° = u£j 
calculated from T. j and o»)y 5 Aq are the unknown component 
of T y  andOdy and n is the number of independent *iy* 
These are twelfth order equations and can be solved for 
the twelve values Aq.



1*9 Methods of computation.
Various methods have beon used to perform some of 

the lengthy calculations involved in x-ray crystal 
analysis. Several of these have been programmed by the 
author for the DEUCE computer; details of some of these 
programs are contained in Appendix 2.

Structure factors have been calculated by two methods. 
Firstly, hand calculations were carried out with the help 
of tables which give values of sin 2 ^  and cos 2'a0 for 
values of 0 where 0 £ 9 <1. The tables compiled by 
Buerger (194-1) which contain values of sin 2xhx and 
cos 2xhx for values of h from 1 to 30 and of x from 0 to 1 
at intervals of 0.001 have also been used. Secondly 
calculations have been carried out on DEUCE using the 
structure factor program written by Dr.J.S.Rollett.

Fourier summations have also been carried out in 
several ways. Hand calculations were performed using 
Beevers-Lipson strips (leevers and Lipson, 193>h, 1936a 
and 1936b; Beevers,1952) and also using RUFUS, a fast 
mechanical computer designed by Prof.J.M.Robertson to 
perform Fourier summations. The design of this machine 
has been describee in two papers (Robertson, 195** and 
1955). The machine gives values of F. cos 2xhx for x



between 0 and 1 at intervals of 1 /3 0 and for values of 
h from 0 to 15 • The values of F are set on the counter 
which corresponds to the required value of h by means of 
an electric motor* This operation simultaneously sets 
up on 32 other counters the values of F.cos 2?chx by 
moans of an appropriate train of gears, Values of 
sin 2flhx can be obtained at the same time and summations 
of the form

2 Fm.cos 29thffix - n ̂ n*sin 2flhax

are performed in one operation.
Automatic computations have also been carried out 

on DEUCE, again using a program written by Dr.J.S.Rollett.



Part XI.

1 ~dihalogeno~dlphenyl sulphones.



!-I Introduction,
The chemistry of sulphur has long been of interest to 

chemists a This is because of its ability to form a varying 
number of bonds from two in compounds such as H2 S to as 
many as six in The reason for this wide variation
is the expansion of the outer shell of electrons in 
sulphur atoms beyond the normal octet of electrons to a 
decet or even a duadeceto This is accomplished by accomod
ating the extra electrons in the 3d orbitals which are 
normally unoccupieda The bonding arrangement in sulphur 
atoms has recently been reviewed by Abrahams (1956).

Particular interest in the past has been shown in the 
sulphur - oxygen bond and there has been much argument 
about its bond order, especially in sulphane molecules„
It is now generally agreed that this bond has a high 
percentage of double bond character; the accepted double 
bond length being I.V3A while the single bond length is 
I.6OA0 The sulphur - oxygen bond length has been measured 
in sulphuryl chloride by electron diffraction (Palmer-1 9 3 8 j 
and found to be 1 c13 ± G.Q2A; this is the same value found 
in dimethyl sulphone and quoted by Allen and Sutton C1911J) »■ 
In p o isoprene sulphone the sulphur - oxygen bond has 
been measured by x-ray analysis and found to be



however, considerably shorter than the bond length found 
by Toussaint (19^5) in b -b '-dibromodiphenyl sulphone of 
lo5*+ ± 0.0 5A which suggests that the sulphur - oxygen 
bond in this molecule may only have about 60% of double 
bond character*

The carbon - sulphur bond has been shown in several 
molecules to have as much as about bOfo of double bond 
character but in V-V-dibromodipheny! sulphone this bond 
is almost certainly a pure single bond, the bond length 
given by Toussaint being 1.81* + O.Ô i-A. The accepted 
carbon - sulphur single bond length is 1.82A and the 
double bond length is 1.6lA(Abrahams,1956)•

The angular distribution of the bonds in sulphone 
molecules is also interesting, the four bonds are 
approximately tetrahedrally distributed but the 0 .. S -0 
angle is always significantly larger than the tetrahedral 
value of 109*5^* £n these molecules the X-S-0 angle 
appears remarkably' constant at about 107°; the X-S«X 
angle on the other hand varies considerably. Three 
measurements have been reported for the F-S-F angle in 
F2S°2, the first by Stevenson and Russell (1939) was 
100 + 8°. The second, obtained by Fristrom (1952) using 
the microwave method was 9 2 * 8  hh Q„5°? and. the third 
determination by the same method was 9&a715 * IQ” (Lids,



Mann and Fristrom,1957)o Electron diffraction on CI2SO2 
shows the Cl-S-Cl angle to be 111.2 ± 2° (Palmer, 1938). 
This change in bond angle can be attributed to two source 
firstly increased steric repulsion caused by the greater 
size of the chlorine atom, and secondly, a change in the 
hybridisation of the sulphur atom with a less electro
negative substituent. To study this second effect in 
more detail, substituents with varying electronegativities.- 
but the same effective size are required. Such a series 
of compounds are the WM-dihalo genodiphenyl snip hones 
in which the halogen atoms are directly conjugated throng! 
the benzene ring to the sulphur atonic Any change in the 
electronegativity of the halogen can thus alter the 
hybridisation of the sulphur electrons and cause any 
change in the X-S-X angle without the accompanying steric 
effect of the larger groups.

It has also been predicted by Koch and Moffitt (195-1) 
that the benzene rings in diphenylsulphone should be 
normal to the C-S-C5 plane because of the overlap of tlio 
sulphur 3d and carbon 2p orbitals. This has been found to 
be the case in diphenyl sulphoxide (Abrahams,1937) whore 
the ang3.e between the ring planes and the C-S-C3 plana 
is 81.9°. It has also been shown that the diphenyl 
sulphone and diphenyl sulphoxide molecules are so similar



that they form a continuous series of solid solutions 
having the crystal, structure of diphenyl sulphone in 
proportions up to 90$ of diphenyl sulphoxide (Abrahams 
and SiXverton, 1956). It seems likely then, that this 
will also be true in the substituted diphenyl sulphone 
molecules.

Koch and Moffitt (1951) also state that the more 
electronegative the groups attached to the sulphone tho 
stronger will be the sulphur «■ oxygen bond. This appears 
to be true in the case of sulphury! fluoride and 
sulphuryl chloride where the sulphur « oxygen bond lengths 
are 1.37 + 0.01A and l.**3A respectively. This effect 
should also be present in the dihalogenodiphenyl sulphone 
molecules although probably to a lesser extent. To observe 
these effects, however, will require analyses of more 
accuracy than have so far been carried out on sulphone 
molecules.

1•2 Historical.
Compounds of the general formula (p-R-0̂ 111̂ )2̂ 02 have 

been studied by several workers. Table 1 gives values of 
some physical constants of these molecules together with 
their unit cell dimensions. The data for the compound with 
R = H, viz. diphenyl sulphone, are taken from a paper by



(p - R - 8 somG physical constants *
R e H

M.Wi. 218.27
M«Pt. 12*f°C
a 12.21 + 0.03j
b 7.82 ± 0.02
c 11.31 + 0.03
P 98°25’ + 10*

Unit cell volume 1071A3
Density 1.355
No-, of mols/cell

h

Spacegroup P2l/c
R = Br— 1ar tS'l'vctmt-L'zy. fxtvwt

M.Wt. 376.08
M.Pt. 1?2°C
a 12.32 + 0.03.
b 5.0V + 0.02
e 20.75 i 0.03
P 92°li-os

Unit cell volume 1286A3
Density 1.88
No. ofmols/cell

if
Space 12/f.

R s F Hjr„£l
25s-!-. 25 2 8 7 . 1 6

987c lli-7 .5°c
10.10 + 0.02A 12.3&X
13.05 + 0.02 5 . 0 1

8 . 2 2  + 0 . 0 2 20.5
99.53 + 0 .2 ° 90°31’

X069A3 1 2 6 3 A3

1.56 1.52
\ If

p2x/a 2 2/a

V7 0 . 0 9

2 1 3 .5°C
1 9 .6 7A 21.37A
if. 9 2

CMO'*0

1 ^ . 3 7 I1!-. 37
lCl!-° 1 1 6 .7 °

1 3H9A3  

2.25' ± 0.01
S;.

T ̂ ? 5̂



Abrahams and Silverton (1956) which shows the formation 
of a series of solid solutions of diphenyl sulphoxide and 
diphenyl sulphone. The data for the compound (p-P-C^RV)2&@2 

has been measured by Sime(1956). As can be seen in Table 1 

the compounds with R = Cl, Br and I form an isomorphous 
series. The first two of these compounds have been studied 
by Toussaint (19li*8 and 19^ resp.), and the third by 
Keil and Plieth■(1951).

So far no detailed study of the diphenyl sulphone 
and h 5®difluorodiphenyl sulphone molecules have been
reportedo The structure of h~b1«dibromodiphenyl sulphone 
has been reported in three papers by Toussaint (19̂ 1-, 19̂ *5 
and 19^6), This work was, however, carried out in relation 
to optical studies of the crystals and not to determine 
detailed molecular geometry. He does, however,give the 
coordinates of the two heaviest atoms, bromine and sulphur, 
as determined from projections down the b- and a® axes. 
These coordinates are given in Table 2 . The following 
bond lengths and angles are also given, assuming the 
benzene ring to be a regular hexagon of sides 1 .^ -1 A 5 

Br - C = 1 , 8 9  + O.O^A Br-S-Br = 1 0 0 + 0.5°
S - C = X . 7 9  + O.O^A O-S-O = 1 3 1  + 3°
s -  0 = 1 . 51+ + 0 . 05A.



The By-S-Br* plane is reported to be at an angle of
9 0 + 1 ° to the benzene ring plane and at an angle of 2b° 

to the e« axis,, The length of the sulphur - oxygen bond
agrees with the prediction of Koch (19̂ -9) that this bond
should be longer than the normal S - 0 bond length of 
l0*f3A. He suggests that the following resonance forms 
are possible
» » 00
Br Br

©Br Br

©
Br

&Br

S O
0 0 
(b)

o/ X „© ©

(c)

Contributions from (b) and (c) indicate that 0 ~ S should 
be shorter than the normal single bond, and that S - 0 
should be longer than the normal double bond as in (a).

V-dichlorodiphenyl sulphone has also been studied 
by Toussaint (I9V8 )» This analysis, again carried out in 
conjunction with an optical study, was only don© for the 
h0& projection* The signs of the structure factors used 
to calculate the Fourier synthesis far this projection



of the isomorphous bromo - compound. Several Fourier 
series were calculated for this projection but no atomic 
coordinates are given; the following angles are reported - 
the Cl - S - Cl* plane is at about 90° from the benzene 
ring plane and makes an angle of 2h° with the c~ axis.
The Cl - S - Cl8 angle is 100 + 1°.

Two papers have been published on W * s~3iiododiphenyl 
sulphone by Keil and Piieth (1951 and 1955)* The second 
of these papers is the more complete and contains all of 
the information given in the first. Their analysis was 
carried out without any reference to any of Toussaint*s 
earlier work. The unit cell they chose is the alternative 
orientation of the I2/a cell chosen by Toussaint and this 
orientation is also recorded in Table 1.

The structure was determined from the h0& zone for 
which a list of observed and calculated structure factors 
is given. The y» coordinates were obtained by assuming 
bond lengths and calculating hkO structure factors based 
on different iodine positions. They also assumed in this 
calculation that the benzene ring plane was at 9 0° to the 
I - S - 1* plane. A complete set of the x, y and z co
ordinates for all the atoms are given and these values, 
transformed to the l2/a orientation for comparison purposes 
are given in Table 2.



27.
Bergmann and Tschudnowsky (1932) give the Cl - S - Cl1 
angle of k—h 1 -dichlorodiphenylsulphoxide as 1 0 9°.

Two papers on ^-^ ̂ dichlorodiphenyl sulphone are 
now being published. The first by Sime and Abrahams (1959) 
is a full three dimensional study of this molecule and 
forms the subject matter of part of this thesis. The 
second paper,by Bacon and Curry (1959) is a two 
dimensional neutron diffraction study of this molecule 
and is commented on in section 2®9-



2 . V-V«̂ Dichlorodiphenyl sulohono.
2*1- Unit cell data.

Precession and Welssenberg camera photographs were 
taken with the crystal set about the b~ axis using 
molybdenum Ka radiation ( X~ 0 .7 1 0 7A). The axial lengths 
were determined from the precession photographs and 
corrected for film shrinkage$ the p - angle of the 
monoclinic cell was measured on the Weissenberg photograph. 
These gave the following results 

a = 20.20V £ OoOlOA
b = 5 . 0 0 9  £ 0 . 0 1 0

c = 1 2 . 2 5 9  ± 0 . 0 1 0  

P = 90.57 ±0.25°
The values given by Toussaint (I9V8) were 

a = 1 2 . 3  kX 
h = 5.01
c a 20.5
p = 90°311

ie. the a- and c- axes have been interchanged.
The volume of the unit cell

V = a.b.e.sinp 
is 12V0.6A.3; -tjjg density determined by flotation in an 
aqueous solution of zinc chloride is 1.533 gm/o.c. which 
gives four molecules per unit cell and using tho formula



D = 1.66020 . ZA

(Bragg,19̂ 7) the calculated density D is 1 .537 gm/c.c..
The total number of electrons per unit cell, F(000) is 
58*k

Examination of the precession and Welssenberg photo ~ 
graphs showed the absent spectra to be in 

hkl when h + k + & is odd 
hOl when h or S is odd 
0K0 when k is odd

6which indicates that the space group is either C2I1 - ^2/a 
or Cg • Ia (Toussaint states l2/a)• centred space 
group l2/a was assumed initially and later confirmed.

2.2 Intensity data.
(a). For the initial, work on the h.0% zone the x«ray 

data were obtained using a Welssenberg camera and rotation 
about the b - axis. A pack' of five films was used in the 
camera and the intensities estimated visually; this 
multiple film technique has been described by Robertson 
(19^3)• The radiation used for this was copper Ka 
(X= 1.5̂ -18A) o These Intensities were corrected for X.orentz 
and polarisation factors by -the usual formula

= I.sin 2 & f( 1  + cos^2 0 )



giving a set of ]F( values on an arbitrary scale.
(b). For the three dimensional analysis all of the 

data were recorded using molybdenum radiation and 
Ilford 'Industrial G* film. Since the linear absorption 
coefficient for this radiation is small, 0 * 7 1 0  

sufficiently small crystals were chosen to make the 
errors due to absorption negligible* The crystals used 
were 0 . 5  x 0 . 3  x 0 . 3  mm and le0 x 0 . 5  x 0 . 5  mm. the 
latter only being tised for measuring the weakest intensit
ies. Equi - inclination VJeissenberg photographs were 
taken with rotation about the b- axis of the layers h0£  
to h7&  using the multiple film technique and a modified 
Welssenberg camera based on a design of Abrahams (19?*) • 
Since, however, x-ray film does not absorb Mo Ka radiation 
to the same extent as it does Cu Kq radiation it was 
necessary to Interleave the films with sheets of nickel 
foil 0.0008” thick. In order to determine the resulting 
intensity reduction for normal beam photographs a small 
portion of data was photographed four times on a four 
film pack with a 3 s 1  ratio in the exposure times of 
sucessive exposures - a stabilised x-ray output was used 
for this. An approximate reduction factor was then 
determined and the process repeated using this ratio as



the ratio of the exposure times; in this way a reduction 
ratio of 2.6? : 1 was derived.

For the upper layers recorded on the Welssenberg 
camera this factor was modified by the obliquity factor 
(Rossman,X9 5 6 ), viz.

R = ~° = g exp(yutt. seev).

Since the values of the constants given by Rossman were 
for Cu Kq radiation new values of the constants were 
determined. The value of ymt was determined from the known 
linear absorption coefficient for nickel and the thickness 
of the foil; this gave jx t = 0.8^2. By substituting this 
value of yat and a value of 2.65 for R when V = 0 , it was 
found that 1/(1 - C) = l.lk-2. A graph of R against V was 
then plotted and the reduction factor determined for the 
individual layers. These intensities were also estimated 
visually and corrected by the Lorentz and polarisation 
factors and Tunell’s rotation factor ( 1 9 3 9 ) f ° T 'tIie 
upper layer lines where

De = (cos^V- eos%)^/siE0  

where V  = equi - inclination angle = sin~-*-(n)/2d), and 
n is the layer being photographed, d the length of the 
rotation axis and X the wavelength of the x-rays.



In order to place these eight layers on the same 
scale, five other zones^hkO to hk^ were photographed on a 
precession camera,a series of six or more photographs 
being taken of each layer with a 3 j 1 time ratio between 
the exposure of each. These intensities were also 
estimated visually and corrected for the Lorentz and 
polarisation factors by using the Waser and the Grenville 
- Wells and Abrahams (1952) charts. The ratio of the 
strongest to the weakest intensity (taken as unity) was 
8,800 in hkO; 37,200 in hkl; 8,800 in hk2; 3,6^5 in hk3 
and 3,000 in hk*+. In the other layers the ratio was 
37,950 in h0£$ 22,300 In hl^ 5 3,905 in h2$$ 6b6 in h3^;
37*+ in hkB; 315 in h51if 92 in h63L and *+ in h7& The 351 
common reflections were then used to place the resulting 
structure factors on the same scale5 in all 1 , 7 0 6  structure 
factors were determined and are listed in Appendix 1(a). 
Standard deviation.

Since 351 of the reflections have been estimated 
twice, it was possible to obtain some indication of the 
accuracy of the structure factors. The method used for 
this was the one suggested by Abrahams (1955) based on 
the formula of Whittaker and Robinson (19^), viz.

<r(Fj) = | |  (? - Fj.)2 T <» - 1)]*



N(z)£

0.6 0.8 1.00.2

Fig. 3. H(z) test for -dichlorodiphenyl sulphone: 
the crosses Indicate the experimental data.



where P = 2 Pj/n.i
This clearly holds for n large, but although in this 
case 11 = 2 the results may be somewhat ambiguous, (T(F) 
was evaluated for each of the 351 F(hk£)’s. When this 
had been done it was found that the standard deviation of 
each was very nearly a constant percentage of the 
magnitude of the structure factor with 

<r(Fj;) «  0.0921Pil .

lest l9 £  centra - sjrmnetrjr.
The 1,706 structure factors' were divided into five 

ranges of sin^O and the test of Howells, Phillips and
Rogers (1950) was applied. This gave the following figures

z 0*1 0.2 0.3 0,*f 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
W(z)£ 36.1 Vf.8 50.2 55. *+ 5 8 . 8  61.? 65.2 67.2 68 A  70.9
which are shown graphically in Pig.3. Also shown in the 
figure are three curves
(i) non - centred HQ(g) « 1 - exp(-s)
(ii) centred Nx(z) = erf(fs)^
(iii) the "hyper - centred" curve of Rogers and Wilson 
(1953) N 2 ( z )  - 2/r j ^ 2 erf(i#.sac
Tho experimental exrve is seen to lie between curves (iij 
and (iii) which coifirms that the space group is in fact 
the centred one O21 - l^/a* The justification for the



curve lying so near the hyper cent red curve (iii) can be
based on the structure of the molecule as indicated in 
the diagram

S / Q d\
The benzene ring has a centre of symmetry and the sulphur 
and chlorine atoms have almost the same atomic number 
(S = 16S Cl ~ 17)| in this way each sulphone molecule 
can be seen to have two approximate centres of symmetry 
which cannot .coincide with any of the crystallographic 
centres of symmetry.

2.3 Analysis of the structure.
In the space group 12/a the general position is eight 

fold and since there are four molecules in the unit cell 
the sulphur atoms must lie on special positions; this 
demands that the molecular symmetry is C2 or 1. The known 
bonding arrangements in sulphone groups (Abrahams,1956) 
eliminate the latter possibility and require the sulphur 
atom to have coordinates
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Fig. b . ^-V-dichlorodiphenyl sulphons. hCl Patterson map



The 160 (hO£) reflections measured using Cu 
radiation were used to compute the Patterson projection 
along the b« axis (Fig.1?-)} in this projection the x- and
z« coordinates of the chlorine and carbon atoms are
immediately apparent. The coordinates of the oxygen atom 
were obtained by assuming the S - 0 bond length to be 
19 V3A and the 0 *> 3 - 0 5 bond angle to be 120° • A graph 
of in<F^>/<f2> against (sir®/X)^ indicated an overall valu 
of the isotropic temperature factor Bs in the expression 
exp(-B,, sin^Q/X^) f (Wilson, 19̂ -2). By using these
parameters, together with the atomic form factors of 
Me.Weeny (1951) for carbon and oxygen and of James and 
Brindley (1931) for sulphur and chlorine, to calculate 
structure factors, an agreement factor

t? —  ̂ QFcl " ISjcJDtl mm. s-j-r:*:u■cn,ciJsi-. n.jnrawwuiiumu^S i’ol
of 0 .V3 was obtained.

Refinement of this iroj action was effected by making 
use of the differs rice Fourier syntheis method which 
clearly indicated large anisotropic thermal vibrations 
of the chlorine and sulxhur atoms» The expression used to 
allow for this was exp^s^-jL + K.cos^(w- pa} 
where L = iB(min.), M * iCB(max.) ~ B(min.)3, s " sii$As
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Fig. 5. hOl difference map. Contours at 0.5 e/A^ 
intervals; the dashed contours represent 
negative - the dot-dash zero.



maximum vibratinnand the a- axis (Cochran, 1951). After
four difference syntheses,the structure factors obtained 
with Mo radiation being introduced after the first, 
B(aax.) for chlorine - 6 .1K) for sulphur = 6 . 0 0

B(min.) for chloione == 3 . 8 0  for sulphur - 3 . 0 0

and § s 65D?Ot| the original isotropic B being used 
unchanged for the carbon and oxygen atoms. The value of 
R at this stage was 0 .1 0 .5 , the last of these difference 
maps is shorn in Big. J. This map shows that some shifts 
in atomic coordinates were still required particularly 
for the chlorine atom. Temperature factor changes for 
oxygen and sulphur are also indicated. The changes to 
the temperature factors were not made but the atomic 
coordinates were adjusted and the final values from this 
map are given in Table 3 *
To obtain values for the y - coordinates of the atoms, 

the values of y for all the atoms relative to y(sulphur) 
taken as zero were calculated by assuming the following 
bond lengths
S - 0 = l«b-3A C - C (aromatic) = l.*t0A
S - C = 1.85 C - Cl = -1.75.

A Patterson pi election'- along -the c~ axis was then 
computed using a sharpening function such that
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|F(inod)|2 = M(s).lF(hkO)l2 
where M(s) = (l/?)2 exp(-*2 s2/p)

Awhere f is the scattering factor per electron, s = 2 s1e0 A  
and p is a constant, here equal to 7 . 2 5  (Ripson and 
Cochran, 1953). The resulting map, Fig.6 , showed so 
little resolution that it was not possible to x»ecognisG 
the Cl «* Cl or any other vector with any certainty.
Because of this the true y~ coordinates were found by 
calculating structure factors for the 0 2 0 , 0 1hO, 0 6 0 and 
3 1 0 planes with values of yCsulphur) ranging from 0 to 
0,25 at intervals of 0,05 and then drawing a graph of 
^calc, against y(sulphur) for the four planes. Only values 
of y(sulphur) from 0 to i  were considered as values of 
y( sulphur) from to •§• are related to these by the glide 
plane at y = i ,  ard values from £ to 1 correspond to a 
shift of the origin frori y = 0 to y = •§■, these being 
equivalent to each other apart from a possible change of 
sign. From the graphs the value of y(sulphur) giving the 
best agreement between the FG/DS and Fcajc values was 
chosen and hence the y- coordinates fox* all of the atoms 
determined5 this value of y(sulphur) was 0.135* Using 
these coordinates the complete set of (hkO) structure 
factors was calculated and the R - factor found to be 0,b-3-



One Fourier projection along the e* axis showed that the 
high amount of overlap would considerably hinder the 
refinement. Using the x- coordinates from the (hO.U) 
projection the best y- coordinates were obtained and a 
second set of structure factors calculated; these gave 
H - 0 o3*iVa As a result of the overlap in this projection 
no further two dimensional analysis was carried out; the 
second set of y« coordinates are listed in Table 3 along 
with the final two dimensional x- end z- coordinates*

Final two-dimensional positional coordinates.
Atom X 2 £
Cl 0.0319 O.9V6 0.1592

S 0 . 2? 0.135 0

0 0.2250 0.000 -O.O9V9

<a 0.1870 0.368 O.OV58

c2 0.1362 0.505 -0.02V5

c3 0.088V 0.697 0.0106

Of 0.0903 0,726 0.1162

c5 0.1V33 0.583 0.18V5

C6 0.1917 0.399 O.1V97.



2 o**- Three - dimensional refinement.
The method used to refine the structure fully was 

that of least squares. This was carried out in two stages, 
initially using ar IBM ?0b computer and finally the 
ORACLE*
2 ob-(a) IBM_ 7_Qh refinement.

For the work cn the IBM ?Qh computer the NY XR2 prograr 
was used. This prograra uses the diagonal approximation 
method referred to at the end of 1*7 o f Part I9 the 
temperature factors, as well as the coordinates, are 
refined but only isotroplcally. The refinement was carried 
out using 1 , 0 7 1  observed and unobserved structure 
factors giving 1 * 5 * 6  conditional equations, the unobserved 
terms being used at one-half their maximum value. The 
weighting system used was that suggested by Abrahams 
(195?), viz. w(hk$) cC 10,000/lF|(hIdft)l with w(max) * 2? 
for |Fm(hk3£)| ^ 20; unobserved terms having a weight of 
unity. The atomic form factors used were those of Berghuis 
et al (1955) f o r carbon and oxygen and of Viervoll and 
Qgrim (I9V9 ) for silphur and chlorine. The initial para
meters used were those from the final two - dimensional 
work as listed in Table 3| temperature parameters 
used were the original ones for oxygen and carbon. For



chlorine and sulphur the anisotropic values were replaced 
by the isotropic values B = 5.00A2 for chlorine and ^.BOA2  

for sulphur. The first set of structure factors had an 
R 8 factor of 0,W  and a value of 2wA2 of 1*373,060. The 
R 8 factor differs from the normal agreement factor, R, 
in the treatment of the unobserved terms; in R 9 the 
unobserved terms ere taken as one ® half their maximum 
value and in consequenceo

R 8 a It + 0.03.
After three least squares iterations in which only the 
xis 7 i end and scale factor varied the value of R 8 

had fallen to 0.3^1 and of 2wA2 to 700,9^0. In the 
following two cycles the individual values of were 
also allowed to vary and in the next two cycles the 
contributions from the hydrogen atoms were included 
although these atonic parameters were not allowed to 
vary. The positions of the hydrogen atoms for this were 
determined by assuming that the atoms lie on the extended 
lines Cg - Gj and ^ 3 - (•£ with C - Ii « 1 .0 8A. At this 
stage the value of R 5 was 0.269 and of 2wA2, **65,666; 
the complete dtetaiLs of the course of this refinement are 
given in Table V. The rather constant values of R 8 and 
2vA2 in the final cycles suggest that refinement of the



Table **.
Course of refinement using NY XR2 program.

R* 2wA2
Parameters obtained from
2D - refinement 0.^6 1,373,060
1 st cycles Xjy^zivariable
B± constant 0 e3 9 7 9 8 8 ,0 9 0

2nd cycles do. 0 . 3 6 0  8 0 ^ , 8 8 0

3 rd cycle; do. 0 .3**! 7 0 0 ,9**0

**th cycles x^y^zi and variable 0 * 3 0 6  5**5 >Q7 0

5th cycles do. 0 . 2 9 3  **6 2 ,3 1 0

6th cycles do.
(hydrogen atoms included in
structure factors but not varied) 0 . 2 7 3  5 2 2 ,6 6 7

7th cycle; do. 0 . 2 6 9  **65,666

structure is probably as complete as this program will 
permit. Comparison of the coordinate shifts {L \) with 
the corresponding standard deviations (o~?) 5 Table 5, 
reveals that some of the parameters, particularly the 
thermal ones, still have significant shifts. It was 
therefore decided that for any further useful refinement 
to be obtained the anisotropy of the thermal vibrations 
would have to be considered, The final parameters from



Tattle*.
Conparlson of coordinate shifts and corresponding standard 
deviations from 7th MY XR2 least squares cycle (x 103)

»3C M. q-y Az <rz AB JB
Cl 0 .0 * 0 . 2 0 0 . 1 0 0.92 0.19 0.32 0*319 0.08
s 0 0 -0 .0 ? 0.8? 0 0 -0.023 0.07
0 -0 . 1 7 0.39 0.23 1.77 ■-0.58 o« 66 0.192 0.15
<a 0 . 1 6 O .W 0 . 8 0 2.00 0.71 0.79 0.1CV 0 , 1 6

c2 0.28 0.»+8 1.27 2.00 0.2? 0.79 0.106 0.16
c3 o.oV 0A8 -0.63 2.00 0.92 0.79 0ol?3 0.16
°k 0.37 0A8 0.66 2.00 1.71 0.79 0,298 0.16
c5 0.27 0A8 -C. 68 oo•C\J V 9 yJ* Q»79 0.295 0.16
c 6 0.03 0.'+8 1 . 2 7 2.00 0.83 0.79 0.105 0.16.

the NY XR2 prograir are given in Table 6 and Fourier
projections along the b~ and c- axes drawn out at this 
stage are shown ir Figs. 7 and 8 reap.*

2.*Kb) ORACLE refinement.
The final least squares refinement of this compound 

was carried out using the comprehensive least squares 
program written by Dr. H< A. Levy and Dr.W.R.Busing for the 
ORACLE computer. In this program the anisotropic 
temperature factors are treated in the form



Table 6.
Coordinates from NY XR2 refinement,,

Atom*»wa r* ia» X S L z B.
ci .0328 .9380 .1621 6.96

s .25 .1 ^ 9 0 3.9^
0 . 22^7 .0127 -.O9H0 ^.95

Pt .1871 .3726 ,CWf9 3.69
c2 .1357 •^337 -.0261 l i-.73

c3. .0867 . 6o?8 .0087 5-39

Of .0932 .7 1 ^ .3,168 5.50

c5 . l l tf9 .6^33 .1873 5-09

C6 .1901 . ’>738 >+.38

h 2* .1320 • 3^72 -.10^9 h.60

h 3' .0^76 .6615 -.o1̂ *f.60

V .1^66 .7085 .2629 if. 60
H6' .2289 A 209 .1993 *f.60
8 these parameters were not refined*
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exp -(Pilh2 + P22k2 + P33^2 + 2p12hk + 2p23kl + 2p3iBi) 
and in the least squares process the complete set of 
normal equations, including off - diagonal terms, is 
solved.

For the general positions in the space group Ip/a a11 
the symmetry related atoms have the same values of the 
coefficients Pjj except for a sign change in P3 2 $23
for atoms related by the glide plane or two - fold axis. 
Consequently, for the sulphur atom which lies on a special 
position, = P2 3 ~ 0 (bevy,1956)* The atomic form 
factors used for this refinement were the same as before 
for oxygen and carbon, hut for sulphur those of Tomiie 
and St am (195&) were used. For chlorine a modified 
Berghuis et al (1955) curve was used with fgv™ replacing 
fQl at values of sin © A  > 0,2. The weighting system was 
the same as for the KY XR2 refinement except that the 
unobserved terms (again taken as one - half their maximum 
value) *rere now assigned a weight of 25* contribution 
of the hydrogen atoms was Included in the structure 
factors, the coordinates being Bacon* s (1957) x- and 2- 
coordinates together with the y- coordinates obtained by 
solving for these with the equation of the bensene ring 
plane determined from the coordinates from the 7 th BY XR2



cycle (Table 6). The values of these coordinates are 
given in Table 7 together with Bacon's isotropic values 
of B.

Table 7.
Initial hydrogen atom coordinates (Bacon,1957)*

Atom. X Z z B.
h2 .137? • 3^52 6.1

H3 .0V*7 .6703 •9558 6.9

h5 • lV8$ .7183 .2708 6.9

h6 .231$ .**■152 .  20Mf 6.1

The ORACLE is able to solve a determinant; of order
not exceeding l*-8. For this refinement we have 25 
positional, 52 thermal and 1 scaling parameters which 
requires the solution of a ?8th order determinant. This 
was accomplished by solving two, overlapping, parts; all 
of the parameters for any atom being kept as a group and 
in general the nearest neighbours being included in each 
cycle. The total namber of terms used was Inci-eased to 
1,706 of which 1,158 were observed structure factors. A 
further requirement placed on each term rejected it from 
inclusion as an observational equation if 3*̂ calc ^ ̂ meass 
these terms are inlicated by a dagger in Appendix 1(a).



Tho structure factors based on the coordinates from the
7th NY XR2 cycle contained 1*+1 such terms and those based 
on the final ORACLE coordinates contained 1 2 6 ; of those 
?6 refer to unobserved terms and need not have been 
rejected.

In all, sis: least squares iterations were carried out 
the final value of R* being O . l W  and of ZwA^ IC7 ,l!*8l, 
After the second cycle the hydrogen atom coordinates 
were replaced by row values based on C -» H = 1 .0 8A and 
such that they were on the extended lines C2 - C«y and 
C3 - G^, These values are given in Table 8 .

Table 8 .
Atom, x y .z
H2 .1323. ,3557 . 89^3
H3 .0*^73 .6 6 ^ 6 . 9 5 6 8

H? .1^63 . 7257 . 2685
.2310 Js-210 .20**2

After the fourth cycle no significant changes in R* or 
2»wÂ  occurred, the final two cycles being carried out 
to ensure complete convergence; more significantly, in 
the final cycles no value of was greater than the 
corresponding The variations of R* and 2 wA^ during
the ORACLE refinement are shown in Table 9-



Filial atomic coordinates for 5 -5 >~dichlorodiphenyl5i,!lphone
Atom, X z 2
Cl 0.0327 0 .9 3 8 1 0 , 1 6 2 1

S 0.25 0 .151*6 0
0 0.2255 0 . 0 1 2 6 -0 . 0 9 2 7

C1 0.1868 0 . 3 6 9 6 0 .01*56

°2 0.1352 0.1*367 -0.021*0

c3 0.0877 0.6117 0.0112
% 0.0926 0.7173 0.1161*

c5 0.11*31 0.6558 0.1867
c6 0.1910 0.1*71*3 0.1503

Atom. Pi i P22 Pl3 P2 3

Cl 0 . 0 0 5 5 5 0.07857 0 .0 1 7 0 0  O.OO8 8 3 0.00281 0.01053
S 0.00312 O.O3 6 8 6 0.00755 0 -0.00025 0 if
0 0 .0 0 5 0 3 0.01*319 0 .0 0 9 2 6  -0 . 0 0 2 7 5 -0 .0 0 0 1 *5 -0 .0 0 5 5 1 I
Cl 0.00281 0.03571 0 .0 0 7 6 2  -0 . 0 0 0 6 9 -0.0005-7 0 .0 0 3 7 3

c2 0.00272 0.05968 0 .0 0 8 0 8  -0 .0 0 0 5 3 -0.00058 0 .0 0 3 3 3 j

c3 0.00296 0.07263 0 .0 1 0 1 9  0 . 0 0 2 0 7 -0.00011 0 .0 0 6 8 0 j
CI+ 0.00297 0.05671 0 . 0 1 1 6 5  0 .0 0 1 9 0 0.00153 0 .0 0 7 8 5 1

C? 0.00357 0 .0 6 1 1 9 0 .0 0 9 2 2  0 .0 0 3 1 3 -0.00011 0.00051 j1
c6 0.00331 0 .01*502 0 .0 0 7 7 3  0 .0 0 1 9 2 -0.00006 0.00073' j

iI



Table 9.
Course of refinement using ORACLE program.

B * 2w
Final NY XR2 coordinates Q92$62 *1-06,987
1st cycle: all parameters

variable O.1759 183,V8b
2nd: do. O.1V67 116,892
3rd: do. O.X*fl9 109,379
^thi do. 0.1*fl? 1 0 7 ,1l*3h

5tb: do. O.X^X? 1 0 7 , ^ 8

6th: do. Q .lh lh  lQ ? ,h 8 l.

The final values of the atomic positional and thermal 
parameters are listed in Table 10. These correspond to a 
value of R = 0.108 if, for the unobserved terms Fmeas is 
taken as its maximum value, ie. twice the asterisked 
value in Appendix 1(a), and lFmeag| - localet = 0 if 
this value of (Fmeas| is greater than |Fcai c|. The actual 
calculated values o f the structure factors are listed in 
Appendix 1(a).

A plot of A = iFyhqexci\ - IFcale! against was
made. These point were fairly widely distributed but for 
values of Fmeas between about 10.0 and 80.0, it was found



thit A ft 0»1(A tFmeasI which is comparable with 
<T(F) ~  0.092IF 1 as found earlier although no 

significance is attached to this because of the fairly 
wide spread of the A values.

The standard deviations of the atomic coordinates in 
Table 10 are given in Table 11.

Table 11.
Standard deviations in the final positional coordinates

Atom. XIWfc. »

(all jcL03) 
_2 J k

Cl 0 . 1 0 0.>+3 0.18

S c 0.35 0
0 0 . 2 0 0 . 7 6 0 . 3 2

Cl 0 .2 k 0 . 9 1 0 . 3 8

C2 0.26 1.23 0A3
C3 0.29 1 A 2 0.51

0 . rv> CO 1.23 0.53
c5 0 . 2 9 1.31 O.V9

c6 0 . 2 7 1.08 0 .h2 .

These have been obtained from the variance - covariance 
matrix derived frcm the least squares process § the standard 
deviation in a function f is given by



[f
where Pi*P^ are the least squares parameters, is the 
corresponding variance - covariance matrix element, q^ are 
the cell parameters and <r± their standard deviations.

2 A(c) Comparison q£ the two refinements.
During the course of the IBM r/0h refinement the value 

of R® fell from O.M+6 to 0 . 2 6 9  and of 2vA2 from 1 ,3 7 3 ,0 6 0  

to ^6 5 ,6 6 6 ; ie. 2v;A2 has been reduced by a factor of 
1/2.95. At this stage the refinement was a3.most complete 
as can be seen by examining Tables b- and 5 s only for 9 o f  

the parameters being refined does Ajf exceed (fj (these 
values have been underlined in Table 5) .

In the ORACLE program where the full 7 8th order 
matrix was solved, the value of R* fell to 0 .l^lb and 
2wA^ to 1 0 7 , 8̂ 1 1 lea a further reduction in 2wA^ by a 
factor of l/V.3 3 . It is clear then, that considerable 
improvement has been achieved by using the complete 
determinant and by allowing for anisotropy in the thermal 
parameters instead of using the diagonal approximation 
with isotropic thermal parameters.

A comparison of the results of the two methods is



given In three tables. In Table 12 the values of
l(ORACLE) - ? (KY XRPl

O'J(ORACLE)
are given. If the value given is less than unity then no 
significant improvement in this coordinate has been 
achieved; if, however, the value is greater than unity 
then the change in this coordinate is greater than its 
standard deviation and it can be considered significant.

Table 12.
Ratio of 3(ORACLE) - 'JdiY XR2) toorjf(ORACLE).

Atom. X X z

Cl 1.0 0.3 0
S 0 0.8 0
0 1.5 0.3 2.6
ci l.i 2.5 1.5

C2 1.8 2.V *k 5

C3 3.7 *f.8 5.1*-

% 2.2 1.5 0.9

c5 2.9 1.2 1.3

c6 3*3 0.lf 2.6.
Only eight of the twenty - seven values given in the
table are less than unity.

In Table 13 the values of the isotropic values



Table l b .

Comparison of bond lengths obtained from the NY XR2 
and ORACLE programs.

Bond. NY XRg. ORACLE.

p H 1 1.731A 1.736A
<a - c2 1.389 1 .382

c2 - c3 1.380 1.373
c3‘- cs,. 1A 36 1.395
0* - C5 lA00 1.378
c5 - c6 1.3̂ 5 1.367
C6 - ^ 1-371 1.386

C - C(mean) 1.387 1.380

®L- s 1.762 1.765
S - 0 1M 6 I.U32.



from the Kir XB2 program are compared with the Bi3 values 
from the ORACLE program. The relationship between the 
Bi3‘s in the table and the P-y' s obtained by ORACLE are 
®L1 = **Pll/(a*)2; B22 « sfp22/(b^2; B33 = **p33/(c*)2 
a12 = B23 = l*P23/b*.c*? b31 = ^P3i/c*.a*

Table 13.
Comparison of jNY XR2 Bj, and ORACLE B3* j.

Atom. Bl Bn 8 2 2 b33 Bjj Bl2 223 231
Cl 6 . 9 6 7.*M 7 . 8 9 1 0 . 1 9 8 . 5 0 3.57 2.56 2 . 7 8

S 3.91* 5.09 3 . 7 0 '(••53 't.W- 0 0 —0 • 2*f
0 **.95 6.58 M 3 5-55 5.1+9 .1.11 -1.35 -o.v*
°l 3.69 V . 5 8 3.58 *+. 56 .̂2*1- -0 . 2 8 0.91 -Q.H6

C2 ^.73 5.99 h , 81:- ?.09 -0.21 0.81 -Q.h?

C3 5.39 *f-.83 7.29 6.11 6.08 0.8L 1 . 6 7 -0.10
5.50 h-.S1!- 5.69 6 . 9 8 5.8*1- 0.77 1.92 1.^2

c5 5.09 5.66 6.1*i- 5.52 5-77 1 . 2 6 0.12 -0.10
c 6 »K38 5.Vl *+.52 V . 6 3 tf.85 0.77 0 . 1 8 . 0 .0 6 •

Note. w H*

It (Bn "* B22 + b33)/3.
These values jllustrate the very marked anisotropic 

vibration o f the stoms.
In Table IV tire bond lengths obtained from the two 

refinement prograns are compared.



SaMitlS. 
Molecular Dimensions.

cr Cg a 1.382 + 0.007A Cg- Cj-'Cg = 121.1 + O.520
C2- C3 = 1 .373 1 0.009 Cg— ( '3 S 119.2 + 0.53
<3- Olj. = 1.395 t 0.009 c2- C3- Cl,. = 119.2 + 0.55

C5 *  1.378 + 0.009 C3 ** < V  %  = 121.8 + 0.5**
c6 *  1.367 + 0.008 V C j-  Cg a H 8.9 ± 0.56

c*6" Cj_ S 1.386 + 0.007 C5- Cg- C* a  120.1 + 0.52
C2" Cg's 3.85>+ + 0.011 V c« = 119.7 + 0.*(9
C£~ %  = 1.736 + 0.007 c^- <V- C< = 118.7 + 0.52
<3kJ1 °» = 1.765 + 0.006 s - C^— C g 22 119.8 + 0A 7
O «* 0 a 1.1*32 + 0.005 s - Cj- Cg = 119.1 + O.^D

cl~ S - 0 = 107.3 + 0.29
S - 0 a 108.0 + 0.28

V S - Cĵ 'a lQl*.8 + 0.*f0
ct- S - C« a 101.8 + 0.25
0 - S - 0 a 120.1* + 0.**2.



2.5 Holecular Geometry.
The coordinates given in Table 10 were used to 

calculate the bond lengths and angles given in Table 1?* 
The mean of the aromatic carbon - carbon bond lengths is 
I . 38© + 0.003A and the sum of the internal angles of the  

benzene ring is ?I9*9 £ 0 .V*. The shortest contact 
between the two benzene rings is C2 « which is 
3«85*+ £ 0.011 A. Tte Intormolecular distances less than hA 

are given in Tabic 1 6 5 these were obtained by an 
exhaustive progran written by Dr.Busing for the ORACLE,

Table 1 6 .
Intermoleeular distances less than 

C6...° a 3.211 £ C.0 0 9A ( ^ . . . 0  = 3.721 £ 0 .0 1 3A
C5...O e 3.2^3 £ C.010 C1#..0 = 3.729 £ 0.013
c6. . .o  = 3.272  £ C . 0 1 1  v , . o  = 3.996 £ 0 . 0 1 1

Cy...O = 3. ̂ 55 £ C .010 Ch ...Cl= 3.981 £ 0.010
C2...0 S 3 . 5 0 8  £ €.012 C2...CS~ 3.976 £ 0.010
C3...0 a 3 .6 $^ £ C.010 Cl...03.= 3*56** £ 0.009.

Three of the c arbon — oxygen contacts, 3.213. ? 3 * 2^3 
and 3.272A are shcrter than the sum of the accepted van 
der Waal's radii * viz* 3.3A, the remainder are all longer 
than this value. Ihe Cl ... Cl distance of 3*56^ £ 0.009A
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agrees with the van der Waal's C8 ...08 distance of 3.60A.
A general view of the whole structure is given in 

Figure 95 it consists of columns of molecules stacked 
along the two - fold axes, the alternate columns 
'pointing* in opposite directions.

After transforming the coordinates to orthogonal 
axes defined by

x 5 = x * g.cosp 
y° - y
z8 “ 2.3inp

the least squares plane of the benzene ring, the sulphur 
and the chlorine stoms was determined. In forming the 
equation of this plane the sulphur and chlorine atoms 
were given three times the weight of the carbon atoms 
since the standard deviations of their coordinates is 
about one «» third of tliat of the carbon atoms. The equation 
of this plane, determined on the DEUCE computer (see 
Appendix 2) is

x8 + l.V+223' - 0„632?z' - 6.1301* - 0 .... (a)
The least squares derived equation of the plane of the 
carbon atoms alone is

xs *4* 1A2085* - 0,63272* - 6.0373 = 0 .....(b)



53.
The distances of* the atoms firm these planes are given 
in Table 17* Hone of the carbon atoms lies significantly

Table 17. 
Out~of■-plane dlstanc es.

Atom. Distance from plane 1a" Distance from plane '
S 0.0200 + 0.0018A 0.0616 + 0.0018 A
ce 0.0160 ± 0.0020 0.0123 ± 0.0020
<a -Q.021*- + 0.00^7 0.00V3 + O'QOk?
C2 -0.0295 + 0.0055 -O.OO79 1 0.0055
C3 -0.0150 ± 0.0065 -0.0002 + 0.0065

0.0028 + 0.0062 0.0117 ± 0.0062
-0.0279 t 0.0062 -O.OI5O + 0.0062

c6 -0.0157 + 0.0055 0.0070 + 0.0055.

out of plane ' b! but three of them^ and Cê  lie
out of plane 8&*. The sulphur atom is very significantly 
out of plane 1 b* and both the sulphur and chlorine atoms 
are further from plane 9a? than might have been expected* 

The following angles have also been calculated -



/ T  •

Plane a / Plane a* s 79,5 + 0,3°
Plane b / Plane b* = 78,7 +0.3
Plane a / CS.S.Ct' * BK6 ± 0.3
Plane b / C-e.S.Oe* = &+.h + 0.3

2.6 Three dimensional Fourier section.
The electron density in plane 'h* has been evaluated 

using only the 1,158 observed non»equivalent structure 
factors on an 2W. 70^ computer. The program used was one 
socially written (Treuting and Abrahams,1959) to compute 
a three dimensional Fourier series on a general plane in 
a erystal of monoclinie or higher symmetry. The method 
used is to select a grid of points 2c,y in fractions of 
the unit cell edge and to solve these against the equation 
of plane * b*«. Th© resulting values of z are then pounded 
off to the nearest 1/3600 thf this means that the error 
in z is less than c/7200 or 0.0017A which is less than 
the distance of all of the atoms except C3 from the 
plane. The synthesis was then performed at each of the 
resulting, points f or values of x from 0 to 1200/3600 at 
intervals of 30/3600 and y from 0 to 3960/3600 at 
intervals of 90/3600. The resulting array of electron
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Fig. 10.

Electron density of 4, 4' - dichlorodiphenylsulfone in the plane 

x + 1.4239y - 0.6320z - 6.0393 = 0 

(Fmeas Fourier coefficients). The broken line represents 0.5eX“3 and the first solid 

line leX”3« Contours thereafter are at le8“3 intervals for the oxynen and carbon 

atoms; for sulfur the contours above 2eS“3 are at 5eS~3 and for chlorine above 6eX-3 
at 2eR”3 intervals.



densities was drawn out with the projected axes a* and b*, 
where a* » 11.22 and b9 s 10.31A with r1 25 39°50?; this 
is shown in Fig. 10.

This map shows several interesting features, firstly 
the positional parameters show good agreement with the 
earlier least squares values, and secondly, the marked 
elliptieity of the chlorine atom offers confirmation of 
the anisotropic thermal vibration found in the least 
squares refinement. The third feature is the line shape 
of the 0.5©/A^ contour in the region of the atoms C2, Cp 
Cy, and which suggests the presence of hydrogen atoms. 
This third feature prompted the calculation of a difference 
synthesis in the same plane using structure factors 
evaluated using the final atomic parameters for all of 
the atoms except the hydrogens which were omitted. These 
F(calc)1 s were then subtracted from the F(meas) values 01 
Appendix 1(a) and the difference electron density in 
plane *b* computedj this is shown in Fig. 11.

This map shows the expected maxima which are distin- 
ctly above the average background (0«Af> - 0.65 e/A ) and 
in the correct location to be hydrogen atoms. The 
remaining atoms, except sulphur, are also seen to be 111
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Difference electron density of 4, 4’ - dichlorodiphenylsulfone in the plane
x + 1.4239y - 0.6320z - 6.0393 * 0 

(Fmeas - Fcalc Fourier coefficients). Contours are at O.lefi"3 intervals. The dot- 

dash line represents OeS”3, the solid lines are positive and the broken lines negative 

densities.
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regions of very small slope and; small absolute height 
which gives further confirmation of the least squares 
derived parameters.

2.7 Position of hydrogen atoms.
The positional coordinates of the hydrogen atoms 

were then independently determined by computing the 
electron density along lines parallel to the crystal 
axes and through the expected centres of the hydrogen 
atoms. This was then repeated taking new lines corres
ponding to any apparent changes in the positions of the 
centres of gravity of the atoms5 the coordinates obtained 
in this way are listed in Table 18.

Table, 18.
Fourier derived hydrogen atom coordinates.

Atom.
H2 
H3 
H? 
h6

Using these coordinates structure racvors wore 
calculated based on the hydrogen atoms alone with Bacon

x
O .lhh  

0.0*; 8 
O.13I* 
0.222

Z
0.*K)0
O.663
0.721
0.386

Z

►0.10*1-
-0,037
0.273
0.198,
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and Curry's (1959) temperature factors and McWeeny's 
(1950 atomic scattering factor* These structure factors 
were then subtracted from the F(meas) - F(calc) values 
used in evaluating Fig* 11 and the resulting residuals 
taken as coefficients to calculate F(error) syntheses 
around the hydrogen and sulphur atoms* These syntheses 
were performed to confirm that the electron density peaks 
in the region of the hydrogen atoms were caused by 
scattering from the hydrogen atoms and not by errors in 
the observed structure factors. The residual electron 
density around the sulphur atom was calculated in this 
case to investigate the relatively large electron density 
around the sulphur atom in Fig* 11. Table 19 gives the

Table 19.
Maximum electron densities

Density (a) 
0.<f?e/A3

Density (b). 
0.09e/A3

S

0.62
O .k l

0.5k
0.6k

0.2?
0.0k

0.13
0.6k.



Table 20.
Carbon - hydrogen bond lengths. 
C2 - H2 1.02A
C, - H3 1.02
Ce - Hy 1.1k
C6 - Hg 0.96.

Table 21. 
Out-of-plane distances. 

Atom Plane 'a'
H2 - 0.261A
H3 -0.0k3
H- -0.196
Hg -0.223

Plane 'h* 
0.289A 
-0.033 
-0.187 
-0.197.
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maximum electron density values at all of these atoms in 
both syntheses for comparison. Density (a) is that based 
on P(meas) - F(S,C£,0,C) and density (b) is based on 
F(meas) - F(S,Ce,0,C,H).

All of the 8hydrogen* atom peaks can be seen to have 
been significantly reduced although that for H3 is still 
about double the background density. The * sulphur* peak 
Is clearly unaffected by the hydrogen atoms, the maximum 
change in electron density in the neighbourhood of this 
atom being less than O.Oje/A^.

The coordinates of the hydrogen atoms were used to 
evaluate carbon - hydrogen bond lengths and these are 
given in Table 205 the mean of these values is 1.0*fA.
The distance of the hydrogen atoms from planes *a* and 
tbl has also been evaluated and these are given in 
Table 21.

2*8 Analysis of thermal vibrations.
The anisotropic motion of an atom in a crystal can 

be completely described by its ellipsoid of vibration.
The ellipsoid is uniquely determined by the thermal 
parameters bjj in the expression (xxvii) of Part 15 where
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in this case tô j = = 2pgj-, RoXlett and Davies
(1955) describe a method f o r obtaining the principal axes 
of the ellipsoid in terms of orthogonal reciprocal axes, 
Waser (1955) and Busing and Levy (1958) describe a similar 
method but using direct lattice vectors, the latter method 
being more suitable for automatic computation. Calculation 
of the principal axes has been carried out independently 
by both methods, the first method being used in a hand 
calculation and the second on ORACLE, The results of these 
calculations are identical, apart from errors in rounding 
off; the ORACLE results are given in Table 22 since the 
standard deviations were also determined in this 
calculation. The first part of the table gives values of
Â-(r), the root mean square displacement of the atom along 
the rth principal axis; the second part gives <̂ Cr,i) in 
degrees, the angles made by the rth principal axis with 
the direct lattice vectors.

It is, however, easier to visualise the thermal 
motions of the atoms if these are given with respect to 
some fixed molecular axes. A natural choice of axes is 
that given by



i'he principal axes; R.M.S. displacements and orientations.
Atom. >^(1) A k y*-(3) a
Cl 0.^27 + 0.003 0.227 + 0.002 0.297 ± 0.002
S 0.257 + 0.002 0.217 + 0.002 0.236 + 0.002
0 0.197 + 0.00«* 0.299 + t.ock 0.281*- + O.OCk

h 0.26** + 0.005 0.196 ± 0.005 0.231 + 0.005

C2 0.287 + 0.006 0.226 + 0.006 0.2̂ 5 + 0.006
C3 0.329 + 0.007 0.231 + 0.006 0.263 + 0.006

0.336 + 0.007 0.228 + 0.006 0.237 + 0.006
c5 0.302 + 0.007 O.^fl + 0.006 0.266 + 0.006
c6 0.272 + 0.006 0.225 ± 0.006 O.^A + 0.006

Atom r «P (r,a)° <p(r,b}® <9(r,c)a
Cl 1 58.5 ± 0.52 57.2 + 0.59 b9.2 + 0.75

2 138.6 + 0.78 W .8 + 0.85 86.5+ 0.92
3 66.1 + 1.05 58.6 + 1.00 139.0 ± 0.76

S 1 157.2 + 3.83 90.0 66.7 t  3.83
2 90.0 180.0 90.0
3 112.8 + 3.82 90.0 156.7 ±  3.83



Atcar r < P (r,a )° tP<r»o)° <p(r, c)®
0 1 71.3 + 1.79 3 6 .5 +  1.91 60.2 + 2.07

2 23*9 ±  8.27 113.7 £  6.56 87.1 + l l A

3 75.6 + 12 .5 6*f.O + 6.23 150.O + 2A 7

% 1 123.0 + 6.82 6 ^.7  + 3.86 *«3A ±  5.15
2 89.3 ±  5.89 1^8.9 + b.h? 58.9 + H-.35

3 1*1-7.0 + 6.83 106.8  + 6.56 H 6.9  ±  6.79

C2 1 102.*!*+ 5.*rt) 31.8 + 6.05 61.0 + 5.2h

2 V3-7 + 13.2 101.2 + 7.93 lt9.0 + 10.9

3 **8-9 ±  13.*t 60.6  + 6.95 125. *t- + 11.6

C3 1 80.9 + 3.70 3^.7  + 3.52 56.9  + ^.C1*

2 *H .^ £  8v57 117.U- + tf .26 62.2  + 7.19

3 50.0  + 8.70 70.3 ± 5.75 13lM  + 6 .71:-

1 69 .6  + 2.62 57.5 ± 2.81 *10.1 + 2.63

2 136.2  + 2»k5 111.6 + 23-2 53*6 + 9*18

3 126.7  *  25.7 *t0.6 + 16. V 10*!-.6 + 17 A

c5 1 129.6  + h i(h l*t0.*s- + **.66 89A  + 7.82

2 * H .l + 5. 1^ 128.5 + l>-.68 78A  + 10.9

3 80 .9  + 10 .1 97.8 + 8.80 168A  + 10.8

c6 1 1^9.9 £  5.76 120.1 + 5.77 89.5  + 8.58

2 61.6  + 5.8? 1V5.2 + 7 . 8 5 71.9 + 13.6

3 80.9 + 10.2 105-8 + 12.3 161.9 ± 13.6.
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I  <  r r t t

y < Cy- *C3 + - C2
z «C i,y

The amplitudes of the thermal vibration of the atoms 
along these axes, u(m) were obtained from the values of 
y*(r) and (P(r,i) given in Table 22 using the known angles 
between the principal axes and the molecular a?ces. These 
values of u(m) are given in Table 23.

B.M.S. displacements along the molecular axes.
Atom. A sXSl A
ce 0.239 + 0.002 0.395 + 0.002 0.330 + 0.002
8 0.2̂ 2 + 0.001 0.236 + 0.002 0.233 + 0.001
0 0.281 ± 0.0<& 0.255 + 0.00*1* 0.2$*f + 0.001!*
«L

+1<8CM•o 0.005 0.232 + O.OO5 0.209 + 0.005

C2 0.273 + 0.006 0.237 + 0.006 0.252 + 0.006
C3 0.27^ + 0.007 0.275 + 0.007 0.283 + 0.007

0.*9 + 0.006 0.316 + 0.007 0.2*A* + 0.006
cy 0.2&7 + 0.006 0o26fc- + 0.006 0.297 + 0.007

* 0.236 + 0.006 0«2*f6 + 0.005 0.2&. + 0.006.
it is Interesting to note that the vibrc%tions u(l) are
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essentially constant ranging from O.2 3 6A to 0.27*fA for 
atoms in the plane of the benzene ilng whilst the values 
of u(2) vary from 0.236A at sulphur to 0 o3 9 5& at chlorine. 
In view of this it was considered that the atoms _ £ 
and chlorine could be considered as a rigid body and the 
method of Cruickshahk (X9?6a) applied. Since the seven 
atoms considered lie in the plane z = 05 the twelfth 
order determinant can be reduced be three fourth order 
ones* The molecular axes defined above were used and the 
origin taken to be at the sulphur atom, the resulting 
equations being solved for the components of the symmetric
tensors T
i

1

andoOjj. These equations are 
„2

0 x

1 -xy 
hx + 2

“1 — 1 111 Ull
t22 cvp

*12 % 2
2 ^33 y^ll + x2u22 -  * ^ 1 2

y 2 X2 ~2xy

x2y2 -2xy3

* •2x%

^x2/2

*33 r- "u33
(*̂ L1 3^33
u22 x2°33
*12m

J33



Table 2*f.
The values, in A2, have been multiplied by 100.

Atom. nealcU11 —obs
22

ncalcu22
..obs
33

ncalc
33

C& 5.6*f6 6.162 15.653 15.101 10.879 10.¥*6
ci 6.389 6.163 5.*H8 *f.895 **.368 3-775
C2 7A 21 6.606 5- 6*f6 5.699 6.319 6.W*
c3 7.525 6.602 7.603 8.1**6 7.989 7.877

6.1̂ 9 6.163 10.056 9.773 5.9M* 6.962
6.113 6.558 7.038 8.169 8.827 8.713

c6 5.567 6.556 6.09*f 5.723 6.795 6.909

Atom. rrObS12 ncalc12 riobs
23

rrCalC
23

rrobs31 ncalcU31
C£ -2.372 -1.23.3 3-9^ 3.850 -0.5*K) -0.165

-0.815 -1.239 0.368 0.111 0.766 -O.I89
c2 -1.063 -2.085 0.327 0A 90 -0.723 -0.591
<3 -2.157 -2.568 l.*»-30 1.520 -l.il>* -0.770

-1.6**2 -1.2*K) 1.766 1.903 -0.851 -0.186

c5 -0.5*10 0.06l 0.762 1.1^2 0.097 0.191
c6 -0.096 -0.*K)0 0.732 0.310 0.688 0.035.
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j---fr

CMMiOHL
_

123 s u23
1 xy -y2 *13 u13

x* + x2y2 -xy3 _ x^y u23 - ^ 2 3  + ^ u13
y* * x2̂ “13 xyU23 - y2tJ13

where the b x  b matrices are symmetric and, together with 
the right-hand side vector elements, are summed over all 
the atoms. The are obtained from the h y  by the 
relations (xxviii) of Part I and these are then 
transformed to the TJ.y with respect to molecular axes by 
the rule for transforming second order tensor components. 
The transformed j * s are given under in Table 2ty; 
the values of correspond to the values of u(m) in
Table 23. Solution of the above equations gives

Ijj - I 6.162 i 0.2^8 -1.221 + -0.172 £ 0.257
*f.Oil £ 0.398 -0.221 £ 0,398

3.197 £ 0.633/
I 10_2A2

53.371 ±12.6̂ - 1.718 + 1.390
6.132 £ 0.806

I.901 + 2.696 
-3.^7 + 0.695
9.381 £  0.69^

dag.



The values of Tfjj c given in Table 2^ are obtained from 
the equations

OjjL = Tu  + y^»33

V22 = *22 + * S 3
U33 = *33 + ^ 1 1  + x\ z  " ^ l a
U12 =  *12 ~

U23 = *23 " *2(̂ 23 + ̂ ^ 3
U13 = *13 ~ y2u>13 + xn>23

The root mean square value of the AUj* = dJjS- °is 
0#607 x IQ~^A*\ These tensors correspond to librations of 
tiie ring of 0.2W, 0.200 and 0.179A along these axes and 
oscillations of 7 <>31*  2.*f8 and 3* 06°  about them.

When the DEUCE computer became available it was 
considered to be of interest to repeat this analysis 
using all 17 atoms in the molecule (except hydrogens). 
This required choosing a new set of molecular axes since 
the previous set referred only to the plane of one ring 
of the molecule. In the new system 

x °c C% - Ct* 
y «C V  axis 
z < x.y

The new origin was chosen to be the centre of mass 01 tne



Table 2«>.
The values, In A2, have been multiplied by ICO.

Atom. <SP TrCalcU11 nobs22 r.ealc22 "3 3 *
TTcalc
33

CZ 7.280 6.987 9.987 I O A 5 8 I1)'. 9 1 0 iv . 7 3 8

6.292 6.185 k.53? 5.282 5-31* 5 . 1 5 2

% 6.208 6.625 7.586 7.722 5-593 5 . 6 7 3

<3 6.531*- 6 . 5 9 8 9.232 9.669 7.351 7.58?
5.232 6.209 7.208 7.778 9.707 9.012

c5 7.28*t- 6.608 7-778 5.808 6.917 7.399
c6 6.76 5 6.556 5.722 5-211 5.969 5.*508
0 8.586 8 . 2 6 2 5-558 6.821 7.500
s 6.601 6.905 k.685 k . 7 9 6 5 . 6 1 2 5 . 8 9 8

Atom. Df!8 TTcaXcu12 nobs
u23

_ealc
u23

r.caXe
U31

CA 2.767 2 .3 ^ 9 k . 8 0 3 2.V55 0.9lk 0 . 5 5 3

% -0.809 -0 . 2 8 9 0 . 9 0 8 -0.305 -0.398 -0 . 2 9 8

c2 -0.682 -o.M)i 0.829 -0.561 -0.607 -1 . 3 0 5

c3 0 . 0 8 1 0 . 3 8 8 2.356 0.510 -0.727 -1.8lk
% -0.136 0 .7 6k 2.617 0 . 8 0 1 O.llk —0.277
c5 1.397 0.219 0.803 0.082 -0 .0 5k 0.897
c6 0.802 -O.0k8 0.610 0.036 0 . 2 9 1 0.372
0 -0.567 -0.826 -2.135 -1.615 0 . 0 9 2 1.286
s 0 0 0 0 0. 0*5-1 0.k6k
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molecule and has coordinates (0.25, 0.5378, 0). The 
complete calculation vas then carried out using the 
second program described in Appendix 2} this gave

I s13

W I3 "

6.013 + 0.216 . 0 -0.^70 + 0.219
.̂796 + 0.29? 0

.̂076 + 0.329
l6.2Mf + 2.570 0 -8.317 + 1.133 ̂

12.167 + 0.932 0
7.952 ± 0.839/

bs *Tcalc

x 10*2A2

deg.

The corresponding values of Ujj and for these axes
are given in Table 2% values for the symmetry related
atoms are the same except for a sign change in ail(*
^2 3* root mean square value of the is
0,891 x 10*?A^, These tensors correspond to librations of
the centre of mass of 0. 2V5S 0.219 and 0.202A and to
oscillations of V.03, 3.̂ 9 and 2.82° respectively about
the axes x, y and z. These two analyses show by the

calcrelatively good agreement of the UJj and values
that the molecule can reasonably be considered to be 
vibrating as a rigid body.

The method of Cruickshank (1956b) has been used to
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determine any errors in bond length due to the angular 
oscillations of the molecule. If we assume that the 
sulphur atom only undergoes translational vibrations 
then we find that the resultant displacement of the atoms 
towards the sulphur atom is 0.003A for C^, 0.009A for 
and 0.012A for chlorine. The resulting apparent reduction 
In the bond lengths is thus less than their standard 
deviations and has consequently been ignored.

2*9 Neutron diffraction study.
Concurrently with the present study a two dimensional 

neutron diffraction study of W+'-dlchlorodiphenyl 
sulphone has been carried out by Bacon and Curry (1959) • 
Data for the hOl zone were used and structure factors 
calculated using the chlorine coordinates obtained from 
the x-ray Patterson map (Fig.*f of this thesis), together 
with coordinates for the remaining atoms estimated from 
Kail and Plieth’s (1955) paper on the diiodc compound.
This gave an R- factor of O.ffr. Refinement was carried 
out using Fourier and difference Fourier syntheses and 
finally four cycles of ’least squares* • This reduced the
R- factor to 0.08.



Table__2£.
Final x«ray and neutron diffraction parameters.

x jg X N
X N X N %1 £33 %nin r̂tair

Cl .0327 .03*4-3 .1621 .1636 7.*4 10.2 5.2 10.6
s .25 .2? 0 0 5.1 *4.5 2.7 6.2
0 .22*4*4 .223*4- .9073 • 906*4- 6.1 5.2

.1868 .1883 .0*456 .C*f-?6 *4.6 *4.1

C2 .1352 .13*4-? .9760 .9738 *4.6 *4.*4

C3 .0877 .0867 .0112 .011*4 5.5 5.6
Q.j. .0926 .0923 .116*4 .116*4 *4.8 7.0 *4.3 6.8

c5 .1*431 .1*4-20 .186? .187*4 5-6 5.°

<*6 .1910 .1919 .1503 .1509 5-0 *4.3
h 2 .1*4*4 .1356 -.10*4 --.1021 3.7 10.0
h3 , 0!i8 .0*4-62 -.037 --.0*42*4 - 6.*4 10.6

h 5 .13*4 .1*4-6? .273 .2685 6.3 9.9

h 6 .222 .2308 .198 .2020 - 5. 2 7 .5

X denotes x-ray results 
K denoted neutron diffraction results.



The x- and z~ coordinates for all of the atoms 
including hydrogen atoms are given in Table 26 together 
with the final x-ray x- and 2- coordinates for comparison. 
Also compared in this table are the final temperature 
parameters from the two analyses; in the neutron data 
anisotropic values have only been considered for S, Ca,
Cfy. and the hydrogen atoms and consequently the x-ray 
values, and B3 3 , have been averaged for easy
comparison. With the exception of the hydrogen atoms, the 
parameters of all the atoms agree (within the limits of 
their standard deviations) except for the value of Bjjr 
for the sulphur atom. The reason for the discrepancy in 
this parameter may well have arisen in the x-ray data by 
using an atomic form factor which has small deviations 
from the true value. The good agreement of the other 
parameters is of great importance in illustrating that 
the two types of diffraction do in fact produce the sam@ 
results.

The only bond lengths given by Bacon and Curry are 
those of carbon - hydrogen, these are
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^2 • ®2 * 1«02A 
C3 • H3 = 1.08 
C5 - Hy a 1.06 
c6 • Hg a l.<fr 

these values were obtained by taking the x-ray equation 
for the plane of the benzene ring and assuming that the 
hydrogen atoms lie in it. This gave y- coordinates for 
Idle atoms which were then used in the bond length 
calculation. The mean value of these is 1.05A which 
compares with 1.0*cA found in the x~ray study.

As was expected, the bond arrangement in this molecule 
is not that of a regular tetrahedron. The 0-S-Q5 angle of 
120.**- + 0.*+2° is very significantly greater than the 
tetrahedral value of 109.5°: the C-S-C1 and C-S-0 angles 
are less than the tetrahedral value, although to a lesser 
extent, and again this difference is significant. The 
sulphur - oxygen bond length is, as expected, very close 
to the double bond length of 1.̂ *3A; the carbon - sulphur 
bond length of 1.755 ± 0.006A on the other hand, is very 
significantly shorter than the accepted single bond
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length of 1#82A, a fact which agrees with measurements 
on this bond In comparable molecules, eg. 1.76A in 
diphenylsulphoxide (Abrahams, 1957).

The slight but significant deviation of several of 
the atoms from the least squares derived planes is very 
interesting. A similar effect has been found in another 
aromatic molecule, paradichlorobenzene, by Housty and 
dastre (1957) who find that the carbon atoms are 0.0**A 
from the mean plane. The only close contacts of the 
chlorine atoms in this sulphone molecule are distances of 
Cl ... Cl, 3.56a and Cl ... Cfy., 3.98A which are no shorter 
than the van der Waal's distances of about 3 • 6A. Three 
of the C ... 0 contacts are shorter than the usual van 
der Waal's distance of 3*3A viz. 3-21, 3.2̂  and 3• 27A but 
there are no angular relations involving these distances 
to suggest that they are any other type of bond. Many 
cases of C ... 0 contacts between 3.1** and 3*2?A can now 
be found in the literature, eg. 3.1**A *n furoic acid 
(Goodwin and Thomson, 19!?*) and 3-2l*A in nicotinamide 
(Wright and King, L95**), which suggests that the van der 
Waal's C ... 0 distance should probably be shortened to 
te about 3.2A.



The thermal vibration of this molecule has also 
proved rather interesting* The r.m.s. atomic displacements 
along the length of the molecule are reasonably constant 
at about 0.25A. whilst normal to the plane of the ring 
they increase from 0.23 at the centre to O.33A at the 
periphery. Normal to bath of these directions the displace
ments increase even more rapidly from 0.2h to O.hOA.
Two sets of molecular axes have been chosen and to which 
the thermal parameters have been referred. In both cases 
an attempt has been made to represent these as translations 
of the molecule as a rigid body coupled with oscillations 
of this rigid body about the axes. Both sets of axes seem 
reasonably good for this purpose but the first set, viz. 
the axes of the aromatic ring, appear to be slightly 
better in that the off-diagonal terms in the T and U) 
tensors are smaller and the e.s.d. of the TTy. is smaller, 
O.OO67A2 compared with 0»00&7A^ for the case of the 
complete molecule.

Simultaneously with this study a neutron diffraction 
study has been carried out by Bacon and Curry (1959) and 
the results of this study and the x-ray one have already 
been compared (Table 26). That the parameters agree so
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well is valuable in showing that the methods da in fact 
give identical results within the experimental errors 
of each. The largest discrepancy which occurs is in the 
sulphur thermal parameters and whereas the suggestion 
made earlier may account for this3 it must be remembered 
that x-ray diffraction locates the electron cloud 
associated with the atom while the neutron diffraction 
method locates the nucleus of the atom. It may well be 
then, that while the nucleus of the sulphur atom exhibits 
an anisotropic vibration, that of the electron cloud may 
be essentially isotropic.
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3* **•-**‘ ~aibrornadiphenvl sulphone.
3.1 Unit cell data.

Precession camera and Weissenberg camera photographs 
were taken with the crystal set abcut the b- axis using 
molybdenum Kg radiation (As 0.7107A). The axial lengths 
were determined from precession photographs and corrected 
for film shrinkage, the p- angle of the monoclinic cell 
was determined from a Weissenberg photograph. These gave 
the following

a = 20.752 + 0.010A
b = 5.031 + 0.010

c « 12.359 t ° ‘ 010

P * 92.62 £ 0.25°
and the values given by Toussaint <19*»5) were 

a * 12.32 £ 0.03A
b = + 0.02
c ® 20.75 £ 0.03
P a

ie. with the a- and c- axes interchanged.
She vclmse ©f the unit cell obtained fro* the fonaU 

V * a.b.c.sin?, vas 12C9-0A3. Since the density given by 
Toussaint (1^5) is l,88gr/c,e, there are f«r aolee«l«s
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in the unit cell and the calculated density is 1.938gm/c.c,.
The total number of electrons in the unit cell P(000) is
therefore 728.

Examination of the precession and Weissenberg camera 
photographs showed the absent spectra to be in 

hk8 when h + k + I is odd
h06 when h or M s  odd
OkO when k is odd.

h 6The space grcrup is therefore either Cg - Ia or - 12/a:
the latter has been adopted because this compound is 
isomorphous with the chloro- compound.

3.2 Intensity da£a.
Data for the hQ& zone were obtained using the modif

ied Weissenberg camera (Abrahams, 195*0 with Q.0008u 
thick nickel foils interleaved between five films. The 
data for the hkO, hkl, 1&2, hk3 and hkV layers were 
collected on a precession camera using a stabilised 
x-ray source, a series of six films, with a time ratio of 
three to one between the exposure of each, being taken 
for each zone. All of the intensities were estimated 
visually, the ratio of the strongest to the weakest



intensity (taken as unity) for each zone was 33,598 in 
2,970 in hkO, 7,380 in hkl, 2,100 in hk2, 1,680 in 

hk3 and 591 in hk*f.
Since for these crystals the linear absorption 

coefficient for molybdenum Ka x«rays is 7*17 it
was decided that absorption corrections should be applied. 
The size of the crystal used for the collection of the 
data was 0.M+ x 0*27 x 0,25 mm.. Corrections were only 
applied to the hJ0€ zone since no method was available 
for correcting precession camera data. The method used to 
correct the hot data was to approximate the cross section 
of the crystal to a cylinder and use the data tabulated 
ty Bond (1959) • The value of the radius of the crystal 
used was 0 , 1 5 5  mm, and h e n c e w a s  1.1!| the corrections 
were applied using a program written for the DEUCE 
computer (Appendix 2), The initial refinement was, 
however, carried out before this program had been written 
and so the h0£ data at that stage were not corrected for 
absorption. Both sets of hOt data (ie. with and without 
absorption corrections) were corrected with the usual 
borentz and polarisation factors. The precession camera
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Fig. 12. b -b 1-dibromodiphenyl sulphone.
hkO Patterson map; contours arbitrary, 
dashed contour is zero.
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data were corrected for these factors using the charts 
of Waser (1951) and Grenville-Wells and Abrahams (1952).

The values of these structure factors are listed in 
Appendix 1(b) under F(meas). No unobserved terns are 
given, since, although they were included in early 
calculations they were later removed. In all there are 
**59 of these observed values.

3 - 3 Structure Anal ysls.
Work on this structure was started with the hkO zono 

at the stage when the y- coordinates for the chloro- 
compound were beirg sought. It had been hoped that the 
increase in atomic number of the bromine atom (over 
chlorine) would allow the Br - Br vector peaks to bo 
resolved on the hkO Patterson map. This, however, did not 
prove to be the esse as can be seen in Fig. 12. The hkO 
data for this work was approximately scaled using the 
method of Wilson (X9*+2)| no sharpening function was 
applied.

pValues of fF<>l were then obtained from the scaled u 

values and signs obtained for these by comparison with 
the hkO zone of the isomorphous chloro- compound which 
had by this time, been fully refined. These signed
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structure factors were then used to compute an hkO 
Fourier synthesis from which coordinates for the bromine, 
sulphur and oxygen atoms were obtained. These coordinates 
together with coordinates for the carbon atoms in the 
chloro- compound were then used, together with an isotro
pic temperature faster cf B = h.QQA^ for all of the atoms, 
to calculate a set of ftk.0 structure factors. The atomic 
scattering factors used were those of McWeeny (1951) for 
carbon and oxygen and of James and Brindley (1931) for 
sulphur and bromins. This gave an R- factor of 0.6?. Two 
further Fourier syntheses and a difference Fourier 
synthesis reduced this to R - 0.28; only changes in the 
coordinates were mule.

3.<t Least ssassss
The program usad fox this least squares process was 

that written by Dr.J.S.BolIett for the DEUCE computer.
This program refines nine parameters per atom, three 
positional and six thermal, together with the overall 
scale factor; no provision has been made to prevent 
refinement of any of these, ie. refinement of isotropic 
temperature factors is not possible. The program uses the
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diagonal approximation method as discussed in Part I.
Three weighting systems are passible, firstly if 

IF01 < 1F*I then = 1, and if
|F0| > |F*I then v* = |F*I/|F01

where 1F*( is a suitable, preselected, value of!F0\; 
secondly, if

lF0t < IF*I then w* * IF0I/IF*|, and if
|F0I > IF*I then w^ = IF*I/IF0| ;

and thirdly, the weight for each reflection is allocated 
manually and punched on the input card for that reflection. 
The second method ias been used throughout. Provision has 
also been made for applying full, half or quarter of the 
calculated shifts to the new input parameters. In this 
work •quarter shifts* were used in the early stages and 
•half shifts* when the structure seemed to be refining 
reasonably*

The atomic scattering factors used in these structure 
factor calculations were those of Berghuis et al. (1955) 
for carbon and oxygen, and of James and Brindley (1931) 
for sulphur and bramine* The values of these at the 
intervals required by the program, were determined using 
a short program for DEUCE which performs the calculation
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using the method suggested by Forsyth and Wells (1959). 
They approximate the atomic scattering factor to an 
expression

f(s) = A.exp(-as^) + B.exp(-bs^) + C 
and list values of A,a,B,b and C for the atoms up to 
uranium.

The first structure factors were calculated for the 
hOt,hkO, hk2 and zones. These had been placed on a 
common, approximately absolute, scale using the reflections 
in the hot zone eoamon to the other three zones; the hkO 
data were used to give the approximately correct value 
of the scale factor. The initial coordinates used were 
the final two dimeasional ones together with the z« co
ordinates for the shlorc- compound, and an isotropic 
temperature of B s *f.00 for all of the atoms. The value 
of R resulting from this was 0.502 but the program which 
solves for the new parameters failed to converge to a 
limit with the bromine parameters. The value of F used 
in this calculation and in the subsequent ones was 50.0, 
the second of the weighting systems being employed.

The * solve routine* was then repeated using only the 
hkO data for which R = 0.309 (including unobserved terms 
at half their maxi rum value). The new coordinates



produced were then used for a second least squares cycle 
which gave R - 0.313 and again failed to produce new 
bromine parameters.

At this stage the h0« structure factors were calculated 
using the new x- coordinates and the z- coordinates from 
the ehlorc- compound; this gave R = 0,289 which fell with 
two further least squares to 0.266. A further cycle, 
however, gave R = 0.¥+ accompanied by the previous failure 
to produce new brcmine parameters. Several further least 
squares cycles were then carried out with various trial 
sets of coordinates and temperature factors; the same 
pattern of events was, however, found repeatedly, viz* 
decrease in R and SwA^ for one or two cycles followed by 
rapid increases ir the values of these, and failure to 
produce fresh broclne parameters.

By this time the program for applying the absorption 
corrections had been written (see Appendix 2) and conseq
uently the hOA data were corrected as described above*
At the same time the unobserved terms were removed from 
the structure factor calculations in case the bad agree
ment of some of these was contributing to the failures 
to solve for new bromine parameters. An hOt Fourier was
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then drawn out using the structure factors for which 
R « 0*266. Prom the coordinates measured from this map 
an R-factor of 0.2*f8 was obtained ind the value of 2vA^ 
was355* Sir further least squares cycles on this zone 
reduced R to O.I76 and 2wA^ to 98*

Two further cycles including hlO, hk2 and hk*f data 
again resulted in an increase in tie R-faetor and conseq
uently the complete set of stmctuie factors were calcul
ated and used as coefficients for e series of line Fourier 
syntheses parallel to the y- axis ihrough the expected 
atomic centres* Prom these a new set of y- coordinates 
were obtained which, together with the previous x- and z~ 
coordinates gave R » 0o236 and 2wA* « 1,08? for the 
complete data; one cycle of refinement using these param
eters resulted in R = 0*287 and 2wA^ 55 l,*A-2.

It was then decided to carry refinement of the two 
projections to a more complete state before trying three 
dimensional refinement again. Pour cycles were then 
carried out on the hOfc zone with the following results



Final parameters for 1 -dibromodiphenyl sudLphone»
Atom, 2 2 &
Br 0..0371 0.1?536 0.1655
8 0.25 0.1606 0
0 0.2 A S 0.0266 -0.0876

0.1909 O.3696 0.0398
C2 0.1396 0.6623 -0.0202
c3 0.09^5 0.6633 0.0187

0.1020 0.6922 0.1206
c5 0.1532 0.6666 0.1853
c6 0.1970 0.6-815 0.1667

Atom, ]*L1 b22 b33 ^23 Jbl
Br O.OO69 0.0825 0.0186 0.0082 0,006-6 O.OO56
8 0.0061 0.058c 0.0110 0 0 0.0003
0 0.0062 0.0971 0.0215 -0.0038 0.0232 0.0002

h 0.0022 0.0627 0.0109 -0.0035 -0.0088 -0.0006
c2 O.OO69 0.0702 0.0192 CM\T\00•<? 0.0661 -0.0010
c3 0.003b 0.133l; 0.0260 -0.0139 0.0051 -0.008?

<v 0.0066 0.0556 0.0107 -0.0128 -0.0361 0.002?
c5 0.0067 0.118? 0.0080 0.0089 ~0.0605 -0.0091

0.0055 0.0536 0.0159 -0.0063 0.0387 0.0056.
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R 2 wd2
(a) 0.169 92
0>) .161 80
(e) .158 80
(d) .153
(e) .151 77

This was followed by one cycle 0 *•* ft 1

zone which reduced the H- factor for this zone from 0.173 
to  0.133.

The parameters from these refinement cycles were then 
used to calculate the structure factors for the complete 
data giving R = 0.2205 failure to solve for the new 
bromine parameters again resulted. The new coordinates 
for all of the ate us except bromine were then used to
gether with the previous ones for bromine and another set 
of structure factors was calculated, for these R = 0.208 
but the shifts for the bromine atom were again not 
produced. At this stage the refinement was terminated, 
the final set of structure factors being listed in App.i(b) 
under F(calc) . The parameters used for the calculation 
of these are giver in Table 2?.
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Fig. 13. Wf'-dibromodiphenyl sulphnne. hOl Fourier 
map. Contours at 1 e/A^ intervals up to 8,

pthereafter at 2 e/A on bromine and sulphur. 
Zero contour dashed. This corresponds to 
R = 0.151.



Fig. 1̂-. if-lf' -dibromodiphenyl sulphone. hkO Fourier 
map. Contours; at 1 e/pfi intervals up to 10, 
thereafter at 2 e/A^ on sulphur and 5 e/Â  
on bromine. Zero contour dashed.
This corresponds to R = 0.133•



3.? Molecular Geometry.
The coordinates given in Table 2? have been used to 

evaluate the bond lengths within the molecule and these 
are given in Table 28.

Table 2 8 .
Bond lengths.

Cj, — 1« 32A
C2 - c3 1A 7
C3 -  1.28
%  - C? 1.31
C? - %  lAl
c6 " 1-38

Mean C - C 1.36
- Br 1.98

CL - S 1.71
s *• 0 1.38.

The sulphur ~ oxygen bond length is rather shorter than 
expected (1A 3A) «nd the carbon - bromine bond is slightly
longer (1.90A) but these are probably not significant.
Only two angles hcve boon worked out,

Br - a - lrf * 102.3°
0 - 8 * 0 ’ « 120.5°
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The equation of the mean plane of the aromatic ring 
and sulphur and bromine atoms has been calculated with 
respect to the orthogonal axes defined in Appendix 2*
The sulphur atom was given three times and the bromine 
atom five times the weight of a carbon atom in the least 
squares process, and the equation determined on DEUCE as 

x* + l.WsJy* - 0.6?03z* - 6.37^1 = 0 
The distances of all of the atoms from this plane are 
given in Table 29*

Table 29.
Out-of-plane distances.

Atom. Distance.
Br -0.002&- A
S -0.0021

<a -0.0188

C2 -0.02^8

C3 0.0859
% -0.1033

c5 0.06^2

c6 0.0083-
In order to examine the temperature
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Table 30.
atomic vibrations along molecular axes*

Atom. u2 “3
Br 0.276A o.b-oaA 0.333A
S 0.288 0.293 0.283
% 0.2?8 0.280 0.2&

°2 0.390 0.373 0.233
°3 O.b-39 0.33*» 0.368
% 0.285 0.296 0.279

c5 0.319 0.131 O.b-56

«6 . 0.353 0.392 0.166

0 O.bOO O.bCt 0.323



the atoms , the r*m«s* vibration of each atom has been
computed along a set of molecular axes defined as for
the chloro~ compound, vis*

x * S - Sr
 * ■>..

y  < c5 • c3 + c6 - C2
s * x.y

The components of the b y  along these axes were determined 
on DEUCE using the first section of the second program 
described in Appendix 2* The values of the r.m.s. 
vibrations along these axes are given in Table 30* It 
can be seen that the type of vibration found in the 
chloro- compound is not apparent at this stage, but this 
is probably due to incomplete refinement* Some atoms, 
particularly Cy and C5 show vibrations u2 and u^ which 
are very different from those for neighbouring atoms and 
these anomalies have probably arisen by refining the 
anisotropic temperature parameters at too early a stage 
in the least squares process*



The refinement of this structure has been most 
disappointing; it had been expected that this would 
follow a similar course to that of the chloro- compound. 
Various reasons for the trouble in refining the bromine 
parameters have been suggested and alternative proceed- 
ures tried, but all were unsuccessful* The reason fox' the 
failures has, at last, been found; to understand it the 
method of storing numbers’ in DEUCE must first be under
stood*

DEUCE stores numbers in 'chines© binary', ie. the 
binary pattern of the number is written so that the most 
significant digits come at the right-hand end of the 
number as opposed to the left-hand end in the decimal 
system. Each number has thirty-two- binary digits which 
allows numbers to be stored which are less than 2.31 in 
magnitude. The convention used in DEUCE for a negative 
number is that the thirty-second digit, denoted P32, 
should be present. If now we start to accumulate a 
positive number in DEUCE, the binary pattern will build 
up* from the left-hand end, until the number exceeds 2 ^



at which stage a F32 will be added to the number the 
positive number will be treated as ’negative1, k*hat this 
really means is that we have exceeded the capacity of the 
number store.

Now, in the least squares process numbers such as
rt

which must be positive, are accumulated. 
Since these terms include fj, the atomic scattering 
factor, they will be correspondingly larger if the atom 
is a 1 heavy8 one, for example a bromine atom, The cause 
of the failures to solve for new bromine parameters has 
been causedthen, by these numbers being so large that 
they have become negative. Further, if such a number is 
much larger than 2 ^  it is quite likely that it has 
become so large that the P32 is absent and that the 
number is positive again but considerably too smalls this 
will cause the production of too great ’shifts* for the 
parameter and result in the rapid increases in R- factor 
which were sometimes experienced.

Standard deviations for the atoms and bond lengths 
are not given here in any detail as the refinement is not 
complete. These have, however, been estimated from the 
formula



<r2( T) s — — — fote2_____* (n - u).2w(dF/d
where J is the parameter being considered, n is the 
number of independent reflections included in the refine
ment and u is the total number of parameters being 
refined* The standard deviations in the positional coord
inates are 0«006A for bromine and sulphur, 0.05A for the 
carbon atoms and C. OVA for the oxygen. Some of the co
ordinate shifts from the last refinement cycle are 
greater than these values, particularly for the y« co
ordinates, and refinement is thus not complete. The 
largest deviations are probably to be found in the y~ 
coordinates because a considerable amount of refinement 
has been done on the overlapped hkO zone giving incorrect 
shifts for some of the badly overlapped carbon atoms*
The deviations of the bond lengths found, from the 
expected values are thus not significant. The mean 
distance of the carbon atoms from the least squares 
derived plane is C.05& and so none of these atoms are 
lying significantly out of it.

No real conclusions can be drawn about the thermal
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vibration of the molecule until the refinement process 
Is complete because errors in positional parameters 
frequently cause even larger errors in the thermal 
parameters in the early stages of refinement.

The Br - S - Br* angle is larger (102.3°) than the 
value found by Tcussaint (19V5), viz. 100 ± 0.5°; a 
greater difference is, however, found in the 0 - S - 08 
angle, where Toussalnt found 131 + 3° the new value is 
120.$° which is in better agreement with the angle in the 
chloro*- sulphone. The angle made with the aromatic ring 
plane and the Br - S - Br® plane is also less than that 
given by Toussaint, 8*f. 5° as opposed to 90 + 1°, this 
again being in better agreement with the chloro- sulphone. 
The bromine - carbon bond length of 1«98A is longer than 
Tous saint9 s value of 1.89 + 0.0*frA although as indicated 
above this bond will probably decrease In length on 
further refinement. The sulphur - carbon bond length 
found is loTIA which is shorter than Tous saint* s value 
of I.79 + O.OhA but to increase its length in the present 
study is consistent with shortening the carbon - bromine



bond. The sulphur « oxygen bond length of 1.36A is 
significantly shorter than Tous saintf s value of. 
lo5^ ± 0.05A but is probably not significantly different 
from the expected value of 1.^3A,
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**• *+-** * -dilododiphenvl sulphone - 

^.1 Unit cell data.
Precession camera photographs were taken with the 

crystal set about the b*- and a1 — axes using molybdenum 
Ka radiation ( X  = 0.7107A). the dimensions of the mono
clinic cell were determined from these photographs and 
corrected for film shrinkage; they were 

a = 19.71? + 0.010A
b = M-.9V6 + 0.010
c = X*f.¥f8 + 0.010
p = 1 0 3 . 2 5  + 0 .2 5°

These dimensions correspond to the first values given by 
Keil and Plietb (195?)

a = I9.67A
b = 9 2

c = 1^.37
p * lOV*

The volume of the unit cell is thus 1 , 3 7 1  .^3* Keil and 
Plieth give the density of the crystals as 2.25 + 0.01 
gm/c.c. at 20°C and hence there are four molecules in the
unit cell. The calculated density is 2.276 gm/c.c. and
F(0 0 0) = 9 5 2 .
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F*ob precession photographs of hkO, hkl, h0€ and Okt 

the absent spectra were found to be in 
hkt when h + k + I is odd 
h0€ when h or I is odd 
OkO when k is odd.

These absences correspond to the space groups Cg - Ia 
and - 12/a-
V.2 Intensity data.

Apart from the data for the hkO zone which were 
collected on a precession camera, the complete three 
dimensional data were collected on the modified Weissenberg 
camera of Abrahams (195*0 • Molybdenum Ka x-rays were used 
throughout with the multiple film pack technique and 
Ilford ’Industrial G* film. The size of the crystal used 
for collecting these data was Go36 x 0.22 x 0.20 mm..
All of the intensities were estimated visuallyt allowance 
being made for the obliquity factor of Hossman (1956) 
modified as in 2.2. The ratio of the strongest to the 
weakest intensity (taken as unity) for each zone was 
U,2¥f for hkO; 20,950 for h0-£; 30,585 for hl£$ **>330 for 
h2t; 8,7*f0 for h3«t5 628 for hVt; 3̂0 for h5* and 55 for 
h te .



Since the linear absorption coefficient for these
■scrystals is 5.10 mm. it was decided to apply absorption 

corrections to the intensity data. This was done by the 
same method as with the bromo- compound. The radius of
the cylinder was taken as 0.13 mm. and hence R « 0.66. 
For upper layers taken on an equi-inclination Weissenberg 
camera the table given by Bond (1959) of © vs. A* (where

a cA is the absorption correction) is entered with Y/2 
instead of ©, where

cos (Y/2) ~ eos©/eosv,
and where v is the equi-ineiination angle. In place o fjx R  

the value used isyAR.secv and the resultant value of A* 

is multiplied by eosv. This calculation and the subsequent 
one to correct for the Lorentz and polarisation factors 
and TunneXl’s rotation factor was carried out on the 
DEUCE computer using the programs described in Appendix 2* 
The resulting, scaled, structure factors are listed under 
F(meas) in Appendix 1(c). In all there are 1,609 of these 
which were used in the following analysis, no unobserved 
terms have so far been included.
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Pig. 1J. W +  ‘-diiododiphenyl sulphone.
hkO Patterson map, zero contour dashed.



^-^'-diiododiphenyl sulphone. hOl Fourier map. 
Contours at 1 e/A^ intervals except on sulphur 
and iodine. After b e/A2 the interval is 2 e/Â  
on sulphur and 5 e/A2 on iodine.
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Fig. 17* b - k 1-diiododiphenyl sulphone. hkO Fourier map. 
Contour interval 1 e/A^ except on iodine.
The iodine contours are 1,2,... 8,10,15,20... 
Zero contour dashed.
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At this stage it was decided to try refining try the 
method of least squares using the program of J.S.Rollett 
as used in 3.^* The weighting system used was the same as 
for the broina- compound with F* = 50.0. Initially three 
cycles of refinement were carried out on the hkO zone, 
only half of the shifts calculated actually being used. 
This gave

(1) (2) (3)
R 0.222 0.206 0.205

ZwA2 289 98 92
from which it seems that useful refinement has ended. It 
was also considered inadvisable to refine this projection 
too far because of the overlap probably leading to wrong 
coordinates as appears to have occurred with the brcsro- 
eoinpauBd. The coordinates used for this third cycle were 
consequently also used to calculate the complete three 
dimensional set of structure factors In order to scale 
the observed values more accurately; each zone was scaled 
to the corresponding calculated set.

Hew coordinates for the next calculation were obtained



2 S S sl3$.
Final, parameters for W t *-diiododiphenyl sulphone.

Atom. X X Z
X O.0V73 O.936O 0.1823
s 0.25 0.1*1-05 0
0 0.2110 -0.0232 -0.0769
°L 0.1982 O.35XI 0. O W h
Pa 0.133^ O A 208 -0.0135
c3 O.O966 0.6192 0.03V2

0.1123 O.686&- 0,1258
c5 0.1666 O.6O9O 0.1722
c6 0.1922 O A 266 0.1325

Atom. tell te22 b23 £31
I O.OO73 0.1166 0.0X31 0.0018 0.0003 0.0052
S O.OOMt 0.0907 0.0082 0 0 0.0050
0 0.0057 0.1017 0.0097 -Q.0101!- -O.OI3I 0.0015
9t 0.0055 0.0507 0.0098 0.0115 O.OO62 0.0057
p2 0 0 .0 0W  0 .1 5 5 1 0.0070 O.fflft? 0.0005 O.OO85
°3 0.0015 0.0829 0.0X53 -0.00*S-6 0 . 0 0 6 8 0 . 0 0 6 8

0 . 0 0 0 1  0 .0 9 5 c o.oxoo -0.0209 0.0069 0.0016
°5 0.0111 0.0586 0.0X82 0.0125 -0.0033 0.0060
<k 0.0Ifr5 0.0339 0.0X68 0.011*1- 0.0301 -■0.0028.
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tTcm the hkO and hot data only. Again only half of the 
calculated shifts in parameters vers applied except for 
the iodine atom which was kept fixed because of possible 
avershifting as occurred repeatedly with the bromine atom 
in the brcmo- compound. Two cycles of refinement on the 
complete data were then performed and the value of R fell 
from 0.326 to 0 . 3 1 1  while that of XwA2 fell from ?,832 to 
^,920. The parameters used for the second cycle are listed 
in Table 31 and the corresponding values of P(cale) are 
in Appendix 1(c).

None of the standard deviations have been calculated 
at this stage because of the incompleteness of the 
refinement process; the positions of the iodine and 
sulphur atoms will, however, be the most accurate.

Although this analysis is incomplete some of the 
geometry has been evaluated at this stage. The bond 
lengths are given in Table 32, the only angles which 
have been evaluated are

X - S - X' » 106.5°
0 ~ S - 03 111.9°
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Bond lengths.
<a - c2 1.38A
Cg - Cj 1.̂ 8
c3 - ^  1.33
Q* - c? 1 .1 9

<5 - C6 1. *
c6 - <a 1.37

Mean C • C 1.39
Of m I 2.08
s -  CL 1.66

S - 0 1A 5
The equation of the ring plane has also been computed, 

the sulphur atom being given three times the weight of 
the carbon atoms and the Iodine atom five times. The 
equation determined with respect to the orthogonal axes 
defined in Appendix 2 is

x* * 1A20&' - 0.39672 - ?. 8888 = 0 
and the distances of the atoms from it are listed in 
Table 33. Some of the atoms appear to be at relatively 
large distances from this plane bat these are probably
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not significant at this stage in the analysis.

Table 33.
Out-of-plane distances.

Atom. Sls&ass-
I -0.0008 A
6 0.0150

0.0709
°2 -0.1029
c3 0.03?*

0.0167
Cj 0.0808
c6 -0.1569.

Molecular axes have been chosen for the half-molecule 
as in the case of the ehloro- compound, viz.

x «C S - I
^   » ■*— — ►y °C Ccj — C3 C5 «• Gg
z < x.y

and the thermal parameters have been transformed to these 
axes. These are given in Table 3b as root mean square 
vibrations along tie molecular axes and are comparable 
with* Tables 23 and 30 for the chloro- and bromo- compounds
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respectively* They were calculated using one of the
programs in Appendix 2.

R.M.S. atomic vibrations along molecular axes.
Atom. % «2
I 0.339A O.38OA O.367A
S 0.260 0.313 0.296
% 0.208 0.332 0.291
C2 0.205 0.318 0.399

C3 0.2**3 0.3®* 0.211
% 0.328 0.293 0.1**?

C? 0.32? 0.*t**2 0.32?
% 0.l;-77 0.386 0.385
0 Q.3**5 0.32** O.325.
The values of t% for and Cg are the only ones which 
appear at this stage to be significantly ’out of line1 
with the others but this Is probably caused by positional 
errors for these atoms.



V.6 Discussion.
The same comments as were made about the least square 

refinement of the bromo- compound (3.6) also apply to the 
refinement of this compound* Here the least squares 
totals will be even larger since the atomic number of 
iodine is still higher than that of bromine, and further, 
there are considerably more data to be refined; this will 
consequently increase the likelyhood of the totals 
becoming ’negative* •

The accuracy of the parameters at this stage is 
similar to that of the parameters in the bromo- compound; 
although the final R- factor and 2wA2 values are higher 
there are more data being refined and consequently n in 
the expression for J] w i n  be larger. The standard 
deviation of the position of the iodine and sulphur atoms 
is thus about 0.007A and about 0*06A for the carbon and 
oxygen atoms*

The high value of these standard deviations mean that 
no significance can be attached to the deviations of the 
bond lengths, particularly carbon « carbon, from the 
expected values* The atoms do, however, appear to be
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planar within the limits of the present accuracy. As 
with the bromo- compound no conclusions about the thermal 
vibrations can be drawn at this stage because possible 
errors in the positional parameters may be causing 
anomalous values of the temperature parameters.

Comparison of these results with those of Keil and 
Plieth (1955) is not possible since most of their bond 
lengths and angles were assumed to obtain the y- coord
inates. The two angles they give, are however, in good 
agreement with the values found here, viz*

0 - S  ~ O' - 111 + t*° 
and C - S - C' = 106.3 ± 2®
which agree with the present values of 

0 - S - O' a 111.9° 
and I - S - I' = 106.5®.
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5* Final Discussion.

Although the accuracy of analysis aimed at has not 
yet been achieved for the structures of ^-U'-dibromo- 
diphenyl sulphone and k-b*-diiododiphenyl sulphone, it 
is fortunate that the highest accuracy which has so far 
been attained is in those details of the molecular geo
metry which are of most interest. In particular, since 
the halogen and sulphur atoms are those most accurately 
determined, the X - S - X 1 angle will be sufficiently 
well determined that the values are not expected to 
change significantly with further refinement. Examination 
of Table 12 shows that the positions of the chlorine and 
sulphur atoms did not change significantly during the 
ORACLE refinement. These values are

C* - S - C€« s 101.8°
Br - S  - Br* = 102.3°

1 - 8 - 1 '  = 106.5°.

This shows that the increase in this X - S - X* angle is 
in fact present as suggested in Section 1.1. The relativ
ely large increase in this angle from X = Br to X - I is 
somewhat surprising but is thought to be genuine. Since



the molecules a n  lying on two - fold axes parallel to 
the b~ axis the decrease In the length of this axis 
reflects the increase in this angle. The lengths of the 
b- axis in these crystals are 

X a Ctt 5.OO9A
X = Br 5.031
X s I

The Increase in going from the chloro- to the bromo- 
compound is most lilcely caused by the increased size of 
the halogen atom; the decrease on going to the iode
compound must then result from an increase in the X - S - 
angle. To allow for the Increased size of the Iodine atom 
the molecule in the iodo- compound is inclined at a 
greater angle to the a- axis, resulting In a longer c~ 
axis and a greater p- angle. The angles made by all three 
molecules with their a~ axes and the lengths of their c- 
axes are

X Angle with a- axis. length of c« axis.
ce 12.259A
Br 2k A °  12.359A
I 29.1a rt.WA.



The bond lengths have not yet been determined with 
sufficient accuracy to allow any reasonable comparisons 
to be made. More accurate values for the - X bond 
length when X « Br and I can, however, be found. Since, 
in these last two- compounds the positions of the sulphur 
and halogen atoms are the most accurately determined, the 
S - X distances will be the most accurate. These are

S - C£ = 6.229A
S - Br e 6.360 
S - I = 6.57k 

and if from these we subtract the value for S - (fy. as 
measured in the chloro- compound, viz. k.k93A, we obtain 
the following bond lengths

C ~ Ct = 1.736A 
C - Br - 1. 87 
C - I a 2.08.

The value for carbon ~ iodine found in this way is in 
fact the same as that obtained by direct calculation and 
agrees with the (assumed) value of Keil and Plieth (1955) 
of 2.10A* The carbon - bromine distance is, however, 
considerably shorter than the directly calculated
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distance of 1*98/1 and is in natch better agreement with 
the value of Toussalnt (19̂ 5) of I089A.

The sulphur - oxygen bond lengths are again not 
sufficiently well determined for accurate comparison 
but their values

in X a Ct, S - 0 = l.k32A
X = Br, S - 0 = I.36A
X = I, S ~ 0 a 1A 5A

definitely confirm that this bond in sulphone molecules
is essentially a pure double bond.

As predicted by Koch and Moffitt (1951), the plane 
of the aromatic rings is almost at right angles to the 
X - S ~ X* plane, the actual angles being

X = C-e 8̂ .6°
X a Br 8^.5°
X a I 8 5 > a.

These values are also remarkably constant. The dihedral 
angles made by the normals to the two aromatic rings are 
also fairly constant, the deviation in the iodo~ compound 
not being considered significant! these values are

X * Ct 78*7°

X * Br
X » I  7k.3°



s s s s j s .
Comparison of mean B^.

Atom. Chloro- Bromo-
Hal. 10.19&2 9.33A2
S b . f t  6.?*
o 5.5? 11.18

k.56 5.57
c 9.06
c3 6.11 11.31

6.98 6.57
c 5.52 8.31
c, b.63 8. a

M,o- 
9.63A2 
6.50

7.73
6.02
8.52
6.02

5 - n

5.70.
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which are in good agreement with the values round in 
other molecules eg. ?5.8° in diphenyl sulphoxide 
(Abrahams, 1957)*

As with the positional parameters, the thermal 
parameters have not yet been found sufficiently 
accurately to allow detailed comparisons. The mean values 
of the principal components B-q, B22 and B33 have been 
determined for all the atoms in the three compounds and 
these are compared, as Debye temperature factors, in 
Table 35* Some interesting features are apparent in these 
figures; apart from Cj and 0 in the bromo« compound the 
temperature factors for the halogen atoms are the highest 
in each molecule and suggests that all three molecules 
probably exhibit a similar type of vibration. One 
interesting feature of all of these molecules is that 
the temp era tUTe factors for all the atoms on one side of 
the molecule are consistently higher than on the other, 
viz<> the values of B for C2 are higher than those for C& 
and for C3 are higher than for Cj, The reason for this 
has not been investigated at this stage because of the 
incompleteness of the refinement of two of the structures 
but the effect appears to be genuine.



Other Compounds Studied.
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I* Prodigiosln.

1-1 Introduction.
Prodlgiosin is a bacterial pigment and forms crystals 

in the form of very thin plates. These are very dark 
brownish red in colour with a greenish lustre. The chem
istry of this pigment has been discussed in a series of 
papers by Wrede and Rothaas (1932,1933a,1933b and 193lO . 
They state that the crystals have no definite melting 
point but sinter at 70 - 80°C and have a molecular weight 
of 323. Hass spectrometric evidence (Snedden,1957) confirms 
this value. The molecular formula for the compound is 
then C2QH2 5 OK3 and the structure suggested is

CH
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It is believed that this formulation is reasonably near 
the truth but confirmation of it is very desirable. An 
30-ray study of these crystals was thus undertaken using 
material supplied by Dr.N.J.Cartwright.

Since the prodigiosin molecule has no atom with 
atomic number higher than 8, attempts were made to 
introduce one of higher value. Crystals of the 
'perchlorate' had been provided by Dr. Cartwright but 
these were in the form of extremely fine needles and 
unsuitable for an x-ray study\ it was also found to be 
impossible to grow larger crystals. The preparation of a 
'zinc salt' has been described by Wrede and Rothaas(1932) 
but several attempts to repeat this preparation failed.
As prodigiosin has two ̂ N-H groups it was thought likely 
that a hydro bromide should be formed but the preparation 
was also unsuccessful.

Finally recrystallisation of prodigiosin from 
various organic solvents, particularly petroleum ether 
and methanol, was tried but the crystals formed were no 
larger than the original ones. The x-ray study was 
therefore carried out with the largest crystal that 
could be found.
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*•2 Unit Cell Data.

Precession camera photographs were taken with the 
crystal set about the a - axis using molybdenum Kg. 
radiation (A= 0.7107A). The axial dimensions were 
determined from these photographs and corrected for film 
shrinkage; the monoclinie cell had the dimensions

a » 19.22 + 0.01A
b = 2 0 o5 ? + 0 . 0 1

c - 9-66 + 0.01
p = 9 ^ . 8 8  + 0.25°.

The volume of the unit cell (a.b.c.sinp) is therefore 
3,800A^e The density of the crystals was determined by 
flotation in aqueous potassium iodide solution and was 
found to be 1.12? gm/c.c*. This gives the number of 
molecules per unit cell as 8 and the calculated density 
as 1.129 gm/c.e»» The total number of electrons per unit 
cell, F(000) is 1,392.

Examination of photographs of the hD£f hkO and hki 
zones showed that the absent spectra were in 

hk£ when h + k + t is odd 
hQ£ when h or & is odd 
OkO when k is odd.

This indicates that the space group is either the



N(z)$

20

0.80.20
[. N(z) test for Prodigiosin* the crosses indicate 

the experimental data.
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centre symmetric Ĉ y, - J-2/at or the non-centrosymmetrlc
<4 - Ia.
1*3 Intensity data.

Since the c- axis is the shortest, hkO data were 
collected as a series of timed exposures, using a 
precession camera and molybdenum radiation from a 
stabilised x-ray generator. The intensities were estimated 
visually and corrected with Lorentz and polarisation 
factors obtained using the charts of Grenville - Wells 
and Abrahams(1 9 52). The ratio of the strongest to the 
weakest intensity was 8,7^8 to I.

As the space group 12/a centra symmetric in all of 
its projectionsand Xa has no centrosymmetric projections, 
a test for eenirosymmetry on any zone of intensities 
should indicate which of the two possible space groups 
is correct. Consequently, the N(z) test of Howells, 
Phillips and Rogers(195^) was applied to the hkO data.
This gave the following result which is shown graphically 
in Fig.X8.
z 0.1 0C2 0.3 Q«h 0c? 0.6 0.7 0.8 0*9 1.0 

N(z)# 2 1 . 0  2 9 . 5  3 8 . 3  h ? ,? 5 0 . 0  ?6 . 1  59*5 fiL*5 2 6 6 . 2

From this information the correct space group



o
2 3 A

Fig. 19. Prodigiosin - hkO Patterson map 
Contours arbitrary.
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appears to be tlie centra symmetric - 12/a •

*•**■ s.
Using the structure factors fox the hkO zone the 

Patterson projection down the c- axis was computed. This
map is shown in Fig. 19. It can be seen that this has 
relatively few features and has proved to be uninterpret- 
able* This was not entirely unexpected because of the 
eomparitively long c- axis (9* 66A) ? which means that 
there will be considerable overlap of the atoms in this 
projection. The absence of any 8heevy atom* also means 
that no vector peaks will be sufficiently well resolved 
to indicate the molecular orientation.

1.? Conclusions.
In order to solve the structure of the prodigiosin 

molecule one of two proceedures will have to be adopted: 
both of these involve preparing more suitable crystals.

Probably the simpler would be to prepare a 
derivative containing a heavy atom which would then give 
the possibility of a two - dimensional analysis if the 
derivative had a short axis. The second method is to
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obtain larger crystals of prodigiosin which would be 
suitable for the collection of three - dimensional 
data. This method demands computing facilities which 
were not available when this study was carried out#
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2. Fumagillln.

2.1 Introduction.
The discovery of fumagillln followed observations 

of its activity against bacteriophage (Elbe and Hanson, 
19515 Asheshov, Strelit2 and Hall,1952). Fumagillln, is 
a metabolite of Aspergillus Fumigatus and has recently 
aroused some interest as an anti cancer agent. This 
together with its other biological properties make the 
elucidation of its structure a matter of particular 
interest.

Chemical approach has proved very difficult owing to 
the tendency of the molecule to undergo complex 
rearrangements and as yet the final structure has not 
been determined. It has been shown. (Schenck, Hargie,
Tar bell and Hoffmsn,195l5 Brown and L andqui st, 19 53) that 
fumagillin, ^2 6^3^0 7 ? is rapidly hydrolysed by cold 0 . 1  N 
sodium hydroxide solution giving an alcohol, Cx6^2 6°h a n 5  

designated alcohol - i, and oota-1 s 3 • 5s7 -tetraene~l 28- 
dicarboxylic acid. Alcohol - 1 has been the subject of 
most of the Investigation so far, and has been attributed 
the following features
(i) a carbocyclic ring with a secondary hydroxyl on it,



(iii) an ether ring
(iv) a methoxyi group.

Alcohol - 1 may all.so he reduced to another alcohol 
known as tetrahydroalcohol - lab in which itiis assumed 
that the double bond in the side chain has been saturated 
and the epoxide ring has been hydyogenolysed, Treatment 
of the latter alcohol with p-bromobensenesulphonyl 
chloride in pyridine has resulted in a crystalline 
compound of formula £2 2-3 2 0 6^ 1'? molecular weight JO5*5> 
in which the *braryl! group is presumably attached to • 
the secondary hydroxyl of the carbocyclic ring. These 
crystals take the form of large colourless prisms which 
have a melting point of X03 - 1 0h°C and were used for 
the x-ray study. 5 hey have the disadvantage of being 
sensitive to heats, decomposition occuring even on stand® 
ing for 2*f hours 5n a warm room. Fortunately they did 
not prove too unstable in an x®ray beam provided that 
the room was kept as cold as possible. The chemical study 
has been the subject of a series of papers, see Cross and 
TarbelX (195$) and earlier papers.

A previous x«iay study has been made on the parent
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compound, fumagillln, by Brown and Landquist (1953) to 
determine its molecular x*eight. They found that the unit 
cell of this compound was mono clinic with

a s 1J, 62A 
b = 13.68 
c - 6.05
p ~ 9 2 .2°

The space group is P2^ and there are two molecules in the 
unit cell, whence the molecular weight is *f-58.

2.2 Unit cell data.—  r fTTi wi j e wr - . t

Precession camera photographs were taken of a crystal 
of the byasyl derivative of tetrahydroalcohol~lab set 
about the b- axis* Molybdenum Ka radiation (X- 0.7X07A) 
was used, and photographs war©' taken of the hkO and Okt 
zones. The axial lengths were measured from these 
•photographs and corrected for film shrinkagej the mono- 
clinic cell had the dimensions

a = 16.80 + 0.01A
b = 6.12 ± 0.01
c = 11.77 t 
P ~ 97-25 £0.2°.

The p- angle was measured from an hOt Weissenberg 
photograph. The volume of the unit cell (a.b.c.sinp) is
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thus 1199A3. The density of the crystals was determined 
by flotation in aqueous potassium iodide solution and 
found to he 1 . 3 8  gm/c.c.. This gives the number of 
molecules per unit cell as two and a calculated density 
of lo^O gm/c.c*. The total number of electrons in the 
unit cell is then I?(000) ~ 5 2 6.

Examination of photographs of the hkO, Ok-0, hot and 
hit zones showed that the only absent spectra were in 
OkO when k is odd. The space group is therefore either 
cl • ?2£ o t clh P2X/m. The second of these can be 
eliminated as it demands four equivalent positions5 with 
only two molecules in the cell this infers some molecular 
symmetry which is not present without disorder.

2-3 Intensity data.
An ho t series was taken on the modified Weissenberg 

camera of Abrahams (195*0 design using molybdenum Kfl 
radiation. The multiple film pack technique was used for 
this with Ilford Industrial ® 0 film interleaved with 
0.0008“ nickel! foils. The ratio of the strongest to the 
weakest of the visually estimated intensities was 31,579 
to I. Lorentz and polarisation correction factors were 
applied to this data by the program written for the DEUCE
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computer (Appendix 2)« The 5X8 structure factors resulting 
from this are listed in Appendix 1(e) scaled to the 
last set of calculated structure factors.

Since the molecule contains two relatively heavy 
atoms, bromine and sulphur, it was hoped that the 1 heavy 
atom* method would be very likely to yield a solution 
to the structure. If the sum of the squares of the atomic 
numbers of the heavy atoms is greater than the sum of the 
squares of the atomic numbers of the light atoms, and if 
the positions of the heavy atoms are known, the structure 
factors calculated for these atoms should have sufficient 
of the phases correct to give a Fourier synthesis which 
will show the positions of at least some of the other 
atoms (Lipson and Cochran, 1953). For this compound 
2f ^ ( h e a v y  atoms) ~ X,k2X and 2f2 (light atoms) ~ 1 , 2 0 9  

and so if the bromine and sulphur atoms can be located 
the Fourier synthesis based on these should lead to the 
solution of the structure.

As there are only two- bromine atoms in the unit cell 
It was hoped that a Patterson projection onto the 
©entro symmetric hOt zone would reveal tho position of



c

O

QO

Fig. 20. hOl Patterson map of Fumagillin (derivative). 
Contour interval arbitrary.
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the Br - Br vector. Accordingly the P2 data for the hot 
zone, on an arbitrary scale, was used to compute a 
Patterson synthesis; this is shown in Pig.2 0 .

The Br - Br vector is marked on this map with a crocs 
Since the b~ axis is relatively short it was considered 
that the Br - B vector which is actually 6 .3 6A long would 
be about 5A long in this projection. Accordingly a vector 
peak was sought at this distance from the origin, it was 
fbund at 5®?A and is marked in Pig. 2 0 with an asterisk. 
The coordinates of the bromine and sulphur atoms from 
this are

x z

Br 0.627 ®e*f38
S 0.372 0.100.

The structure factors based on these positions with 
a temperature factor of B = 3 *6A2 gave an R- factor of 
0*&U After rejecting about 1/5 th of the structure 
factors for which lF'(cale)| was small, an hOt Fourier 
synthesis was computed0 This map showed the bromine and 
sulphur atoms in the expected places and about ,20 other 
peaks. tTsing the coordinates for these peaks together 
with new bromine and sulphur positions a new set of



c

3 A 
J

OL 2
lLI1 -L

Fig. 21. hOl Fourier map. Contours at 1 e/A2
except: on sulphur and bromine. After b e/A2 
the interval is 2 e/A2 on sulphur and 
5 e/A2 on bromine. Zero contour is dashed.
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structure factors was calculated; these gave R = 0.51. 
Four further Fourier series and structure factor calcul
ations were then performed resulting in an R- factor of 
O . 3 6  for the 26 atoms included. The last Fourier synthesis 
computed from these structure factors is shown in Fig.21. 
An outline of the postulated structure is shown on this -* 
the atomic positions marked with a square are those not 
included in the final structure factor calculation. The 
numbering system corresponding to this structure is 
shown In Fig. 22 and the final coordinates for all of the 
atoms are given in Table 3&. The structure factors calcul
ated from these are listed in Appendix 1(e).

In order to confirm the positions of these atoms and 
find the others not included in the last set of structure 
factors an error synthesis was computed at this stage 
using P0 - Fc as coefficients for the Fourier series. This 
map is shown in Fig. 23§ it shows where the errors in the 
atomic positions are and none of the atoms appear to be 
completely wrongsexcept for one of the sulphone oxygen 
atoms. The positive peak on the sulphur atom position and 
the negative area where the two oxygen atoms have been 
placed suggests that the two oxygen atoms are not so close



Table
Two dimensional coordinates.

Atom. Atom.
Br .3701 ,5&+2 °8 .3320 .3^38
S .3700 .0971 S .nk2 . 3 6 2 0

% . 2 8 2 7 .1510 °io .13V8 . W +8
„oM»-7 •13 ?3 **

.li’+l .$6h2

°3 .28^9 .3^6 C12 . 2 0 5 5 . 6 2 5 6

Of . U M .̂ 312 C13 . 2 0 0 9 .7*1-87
°5 .353? • 98?0 .lV<0 .7800
% • 3700 • 9775 °i5 .2893 .7770

.1818 • 03?2 °L6 .0!+60 .37^6
c2 .116? .0583 °17 .*(-51? .1811
c3 •0731 .1^36 %8

CO•d*<► . 13li-2
<h .155^ .2635 % A 6 3 1 . •771i!i-
<*> .2137 .2^78 C20 .U5 0 5 .6 6 8 3

% .2285 .1250 % .V-816 .6229

<7 .0217 .1633 C22 A653 .3088

* not included in Xast set of structure factors.
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11

10

iii 016
22

HOli

Pig* 22* Numbering system in Fumagillin (derivative) 
Oxygen atoms numbered In italics.



o I 2 3 A
L.. ,i.... 1.... i.... I.... i .... I

Fig. 23. hOl difference map. Contours at 1 e/A^ 
intervals. Zero contour is dot-dashed, 
negative dashed.
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in projection* but that one of them lies directly above 
(or below) the sulphur atom. The map does, however, show 
that some of the atoms require to be moved slightly, in 
particular the bromine atom.

20 5 Discussion.
While the structure of this compound has not been 

determined completely unambiguously, it is felt that the 
structure shown is probably reasonably correct ~ the 
error synthesis seems to confirm this. So far it has not 
been possible, and probably will not be in projection, to 
distinguish between

OH C
1 I—  C — C—  and — C —  C —i \/ch3 0

in the side chain, the latter being the one shown because 
of more recent chemical evidence (McCorkindale, 1959)*
It is also now thought that the * ether8 ring mentioned 
in 2.1 is in fact the epoxide in the side chain and the 
epoxide which has been opened by the reduction of alcohol 
* 1 is in fact on the six - membered ring. This carbo- 
cyclic ring is consequently shown with a tertiary 
hydroxyl group.



To distinguish between these possibilities and 
determine the other stereochemistry of the molecule it 
is clear that a three dimensional study must be 
undertaken. This should not prove too difficult since 
once the data has been collected, the phases of the 
structure amplitudes can be immediately calculated 
without firstly computing a three dimensional Patterson 
synthesis. This is passible because the origin of the 
unit cell can be chosen anywhere along the two - fold 
screw axis5 it may therefore be chosen so as to make the 
y~ coordinate of the bromine atom equal to zero. If this 
atom alone were included in the structure factor 
calculation a false cen tre of symmetry would be induced 
in the structure resulting in the superposition on the 
structure of its mirror Image* .This difficulty may be 
overcome by Including the coordinates of the sulphur atom 
and of the atoms of the benzene ring whose y- coordinates 
may be calculated using the known dimensions of the 
p-bromobenzene sulphonyl group (see Part II). The phase 
angles based on these coordinates should lead to a rapid 
solution of this structure in three dimensional space.
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(d) Prodlgjosin Structure Factors.
h k -8 *o h. k •a Fo

l b 0 0 2.6 b 2 0 5.2
12 0 0 2.2
10 0 0 2.8 13 3 0 1.8
8 0 0 11.7 11 3 0 <0.7
6 0 0 2.3 9 3 0 2.5
b 0 0 38.6 7 3 0 3.2

5 3 0 1.8
13 1 0 1.1 3 3 0 6.3
11 1 0 *f.6 1 3 0 l*f.7
9 1 0 2.0
7 1 0 2.2 18 b 0 0.9
5 1 0 10.1 16 b 0 <0.9
3 1 0 16.8 lb- h 0 <0.8

12 b 0 0.8
16 2 0 1.5 10 b 0 <0.7
l b 2 0 1.1 8 b 0 9 A
12 2 0 3.2 6 b 0 2.3
10 2 0 <0.7 b b 0 27.0
8 2 0 5-b 2 b 0 9.7
6 2 0 3-9 0 b 0 8.8
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h k 4 To

17 5 0 3.5
15 5 0 <0.8
13 5 0 5.2
11 5 0 <0.8
9 5 0 3.2
7 5 0 b.3

5 5 0 b.l

3 5 0 13.3
1 5 0 15.0

lb 6 0 3.B
12 6 0 1.8
HO 6 0 1.1
8 6 0 2.5
6 6 0 5.8
b 6 0 3.8
2 6 0 10.3
0 6 0 b.l

17 7 0 2.3

h k I *0

15 7 0 <0.9
13 7 0 1.7
11 7 0 <0.8
9 7 0 <0.8
7 7 0 b.b

5 7 0 6.6
3 7 0 12.1
1 7 0 12.7

18 8 0 1.6
16 8 0 1.8
lb 8 0 3.1
12 8 0 3*b

10 8 0 0.8
8 8 0 1.1
6 8 0 1.8
b 8 0 6.7
2 8 0 2.3
0 8 0 19.7



k

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

11
U
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Fo h k « Fo

0 2-9 7 11 0 <0.8
0 <0.9 5 11 0 <0.8
0 b .2 3 11 0 2.6
0 <0.8 1 11 0 3.3
0 <0.8
0 5.1 1 6 12 0 0.9
0 2.8 l b 12 0 0.9
0 2.6 12 12 0 <0.9

10 12 0 1.3
0 3-? 8 12 0 0.9
0 <0.9 6 12 0 2.7
0 3.0 b 12 0 3.6
0 <0.8 2 12 0 2»b

0 2.8 0 12 0 7.9
0 <0.8
0 2.? 13 13 0 0.9
0 <0.8 11 13 0 <0.9

9 13 0 <0.9
0 1.3 7 13 0 <0.9
0 <0.9 5 13 0 3.2
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h k € Fo h k I Fa

3 13 0 1.7 2 16 0 0.9"
1 13 0 5.0 0 16 0 <0.9

6 l*f 0 1 a 6 11 17 0 1.0
h l*f 0 <0.9 9 17 0 <0.9
2 l*f 0 <0.9 7 17 0 <0.9
0 l*f 0 2.3 5 17 0 0.9

3 17 0 0.9
9 15 0 0.9 1 17 0 <0.9
7 15 0 3.0
5 15 0 <0.9 if 18 0 0.9
3 15 0 3.9 2 18 0 <0.9
1 15 0 0.9 0 18 0 <0.9.
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APPENDIX 2. 

PBOCB Programs.



This appendix contains details of a number of 
programs which, have been written for the electronic 
digital computer, DEUCE, situated in the Computing 
Laboratory of the University of Glasgow.
Brief description.

DEUCE is a serial machine with numbers and instruct
ions consisting of 32 binary digits; the digit rate is 
one million per second. Punched cards form the input ~ 
output medium. The store comprises
(i) h02 words in mercury delay lines (access time, 32 *» 
102b microseconds) and
(ii) 8 1 9 2 words on the magnetic drum (access time, approx 
13 * *+8 milliseconds).

There are a number of "automatic programming11 aids. 
Using these it is possible to write programs in a 
language more sophisticated than the basic machine 
language and ’closer0 to accepted mathematical usage. A 
number of programs are available which translate from a 
variety of these subject languages to the abject language 
viz, the basic machine language. The following interpret
ive pr&gram has been used.
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Alphacode.
This program handles protracted calculations 

involving single variables; it is best used on so-called 
"one-offf* jobs e.g., exploratory calculations in research
studies.

In this case, simplicity of programming is achieved 
at the expense of the speed of the subsequent operation. 
For repetitive or standard calculations it may be better 
to reverse the emphasis and spend time in producing a 
fast program, making efficient use of the machine 
facilities. The burden of this ’optimum coding’ is 
reduced considerably by a special translation program, 
STAC.
STAC.(Storage Allocation and Coding Program).

This program translates instructions from a semi - 
symbolic form to the fundamental form required by the 
control circuits of DEUCE.
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Program 1.
Description.
This program evaluates the least squares plane through a 
number of atoms; each atom can be given a different 
weighting factor. The distances of all the atoms from 
the plane are also determined.
Xnpirb.
This consists of the unit cell dimensions (monoclinic 
cell) and sets of fractional coordinates and weighting 
factors.
Ogbgg.
The orthogonal coordinates in Angstroms for each atom; 
the equation of the plane; the distances of all of the 
atoms from It and the mean and root mean square of these 
distances.
Time.
Approximately 2 minutes for 9 atoms.
System.
Alphacode.
Method.
The coordinates are first converted to orthogonal coordi
nates by



> t

solve equations

punch a, b, e and d

Read cell dimensions

punch individual dj

calculate weighted sums

convert to orthogonal coords

punch mean dj and R.M*S. d

read sets o f  x f f yjf, zf and

calculate d.* and d f and sum them
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It*p a.xj ♦  c.zj.cosp

y3 = MIIN c.zj.slnp

If the plane has equation
a.x + b.y + c.z + d » 0

then the normal equations are
* b.2wjXjyj + e.Zw-jXjzj ♦ d.SwjXj « 0

a .Swjxjyj * b.2w^y| * e.2wjyjZj + d*2wjy^ » 0
a .2 w jx jz j + b*2vj 7 j zj  *  c,2w;jzf  *  d*2wJzJ = 0

where the summations are over all of the J atoms. These
equations are solved for b, c, and d by putting a * 1.
The distance of the jth atom from the plane is then

A _ a.xt + b.y* + c.z* + dd* «   — --------J.,,« ■«—~ 4. .....
(a^ + b^ + c2)t
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Program 2.

Description.
This program calculates the T and t»> tensors of Cruicks- 
hank (19?6a). The program is in five sections.
Input.
The monoclinic cell dimensions, fractional coordinates, 
temperature parameters from the expression
axp -(p-jjh2 + P22fe2 * 033^2 * Pi2 ^  * 023*^ * 031*^ > 
and the direction cosines and origin of the molecular
axes.
Output.

and with respect to the molecular axes, the
components of Tj j,6Ay ,o-(T̂ j) and 0"(u^j).
Time.
Approximately 10 minutes for sections 1 and 2 with nine 
atoms. Section 3 takes about l£ minutes and section h 10 
minutes. The last section requires about 5 minutes.
These sections cannot all be run consecutively as the 
output and input forms of the data are incompatible.
Sygtsm.
Sections 1,2 and 5 are alphacode.
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Section 3 is LE01 - solve n simultaneous linear equations

where n ^ l*t.
Section b is LV01 - invert nth order matrix with n ^ 83. » 
These last two sections are DEUCE library programs. 
Method.
The coordinates are transformed to orthogonal axes as 
defined in program 1, the origin is then changed and they 
are converted to molecular axes by

11 a12 a13\
a21 a22 a23
'a31 a32 a33'

where the a^j are the direction cosines of the molecular 
axes with respect to the orthogonal axes.
The temperature parameters are then transformed to the 
same orthogonal axes by

*11 = a^Pll + c^ps^cos p + 2cap3jcosp
b22 = U2P22
b33 " c^33sln^p
h.2 = afePl2 * ^cP23cosP
b23 = bcp23si32̂
*>L3 = c2P33sinp.cos£ + cap^sinp

(Hollett & Davies? 1955)-
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She are then transformed to molecular axes by 

uij s alk*akj*btJ
(Nye, 1957).

The method then follows that described by Cruickshank. 
Floff- Diagram.

Section 1 is blocks 1 - 1 0  
2 11,12
3 13,1^
V 15
5 1 6  * 18.

(continued overleaf).



read

convert h y  to Ujj

convert to

form products aj&.ajgj-

punch. Sffl, ym, %  and Ui3

read sets of y $ 9 z$

convert to orthogonal axes

transform coords, to molecular axes

of molecular axes
read d and origin



i
n .

12.

-13.

X*K

15*

16.

17.

form elements of 12 x 12 matrix

18.

punch Tj^ and (*),

form column vector

invert 12 x 12 matrix

calculate TJjj from Tjy and

solve 12 sim. linear equations

find r.m.s. (AU^), 0“2(Uj;j), 
r(T^) axi&<r(*>iP and punch these
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Program 3.
Description,
The program corrects intensity values for equi - inclin- * 
atian Weissenberg cameras with Lorentz and polarisation 
and Tunnell factors* A test is included to ensure that no 
va3_ue of sin% is greater than unity.
Input.
Unit cell dimensions (triclinic cell), wavelength of the 
x-rays and the cosine of the equi ~ inclination angle for 
each sane. The intensity data has h, k, •£ and I punched 
on one card for each reflection.
Output *w mwwOimairiyn'

R y  in binary to 3 1 binary places as required for input 
data by Rollett9s structure programs for DEUCE. This is 
followed by h, k, -6 and 1PI punched on one card per 
reflection.
Time.
Approximately 2n + 1 minutes, where n is the number of 
reflections in hundreds.
System.
Stac.



A

Read a, b, c, a, p, r* and X
>f

calculate and punch

read cosv

read up to 8 cards with h,k,£ and I; 
test for last card after each

last card 
read

last card not 
read

stop reader calculate sin% and test for <1
seven *, times

calculate Lp"^, De and 1F1

store corrected data in magnetic 
store and test if last card read

last card
not read

last card read

read data from magnetic store 
and punch. h,k,t and IF I for each
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Method,wM*a»«aa»to<TVXBaea»

sin29 = h2Ri;t + k2R22 + l2R ^  + hkR12 + k-6R23 + MRjo
where
HX1 s iX 2(a * )2 R^2 ~ X2a* b*co sy*

R22 53 i X2 (b * )2 R23 ~ -̂X2b* c*cosa*

R33 55 £X2( c * )2 HX3 « £ X2c*a*cos|3*
where a* jb ^ jC ^ a^ jp * and y* are the usual reciprocal
coordinates. The Lorentz and polarisation factor is

Lp"1 * Sln29,
1 + cos^20 ,

and Tunnell*s rotation factor Is
* (C0S2V ,r CO.S&1* 

s lm  —

where V  is the equi - inclination angle.
Then

IP! = (I x Lp-* x De)*.
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Program b.
Description.
This program has been developed from the preceding one 
to calculate absorption corrections for a crystal by 
assuming it to be of cylindrical cross « section. The 
data used are those given by Bond (1959)*
Input.
As in the previous program plus the appropriate absorption 
curve for the value of^iR.secv under consideration.
Output.
One card per reflection punched h, k, 3 and I(corrected). 
Time.
Approximately 2&n + l mins.5 where n is the number of 
. reflections to be corrected in hundreds0 
System*
Stac.
Method.
Sin^O is calculated as before and then 

Y/2 « eos*^[(X - sin%)^/eos v]
This value of T/2 is used to interpolate, linearlys in 
the table of A*1 values and then

I (corrected) =■ l(obs.) x A x cosv.



(ii)

prepare correction data 
for interpolatoon

(iii)

last card not readlast card read  __

stop reader
seven
times

calculate and store cos T/2

read cosv and correction data

calculate sin% and test for <1

read up to 8 cards with h,3£5*fc and I 
and test for last card after each

eighth
time



last card 
read last card (ili)

not read

find each T/2, interpolate 
and find I x A* x cos v

read data from magnetic store 
and punch h9 k? •£ and IGorr

store corrected values in magnetic 
store and test if last card read



Head h, k, £ and F }
find F2 and store

was this the last card?
-- ^no

store last set in was this card a
magnetic store multiple of eight?

I punch out results
| from magnetic store
V s a a a u * ta iifm ia i- ‘i y *» iu iii«u j a i » 'M i r m %mm— ■w — — w — w

m

Ĝres

store last eight 
cards in magnetic 

store
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Program g.

Pes.grABU.on.
This program will read data from program 2 and convert 
IFI to F2.
ISESt.
Data cards punched with h, k, and IFI.

Cards punched with h? k* t and F^.
Time.
1 *£-n + i  minutes if there ai*e n hundred cards.
System.— nJlaWMi ■la'lffiiiHwi

Stac.
Method.
The reader and punch are allowed to run continuously 
since this is faster than reading and punching acard 
alternately. Up to 1,?00 cards may be read In at one 
time.



Description.
This program will calculate the distance between each 
pair of up to 32 points. The range of distances required 
is selected and only values in this range are punched out. 
Input,
Monoclinic cell dimensions, maximum and minimum required 
distances and fractional coordinates for each point. 
Output.w r r w iT i iS i 'H  m u *

One card per distance containing the numbers of the two 
points concerned and the actual distance.

About 3 minutes for 20 atoms.

Stae.
Method.
The coordinates are read in for a monoclinic cell and are 
first converted to an orthogonal set using the equations 
in program 2. The distances are then calculated from

du  = {<xi - xP 2 * - *j)2 + (zi - •



FIov Diagram.

square and store 
d(max) and d(mln)

Head a, b, c, p

read card with no. of 
atoms, d(max) and d(min)

read correct no. of 
cards with- x, y, z.

convert x, yy and z to: 
orthogonal coordinates -

yes

f
select atom- El

Is this last atom?

\y no

(ii)

(i)



ye q

no

yes

(ii)

find a

is this cd^Cma::)?

find d and punch out

wa*; atom •J1 last atom?

modify to select 
next atom 'i*

modify to> select 
next atom 1J1

sequence - atom *J'
select next atom in
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Program 7.

This program will read and scale observed structure 
factors to the calculated ones - the agreement factor R
is also determined*
Input.■■ ■■m irnnfiik iM

Usually the output from Rollelit5 a structure factor progr
ams.
Output.
HlkF0| , 2 1FC! s 2 IAI ? k and R. Optional output is the 
input data with F0 values on scale and A* s with correct 
sign^.
Time.
Approximately + 1 minutes for n hundred data

I jrn  + 1 minutes for n hundred data if the 
optional output is also required.
System.
Stac.
Method.
The program first finds

Fq as A + Fc
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and then evaluates
k s 2|FC1 f 2tF0l.

The F0 values are then scaled by this factor and
A* » kF0 - Fc (not |kFo) - IFC! )

is found. The agreement factor B Is then determined from 
R = 2 lA'iI W  .



H m r  Diagram.

yes no

add kF0 and A9 to progressive totals

has last value been read and scaled?
fyes

find H

Read one card

find kF^ and A*

punch out scaled data

punch totals, k and R

has all data been read?

store kFa and A9 in magnetic stare

read Fc and F© in succession 
from magnetic store
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(i)

find Fa
  f
store h? 1, Fp arid Fe

add F0 and Fc to
progressive totals

was this card a
multiple of 10? 

— --------

yes

transfer last 10 data (ii)
to magnetic store



^ y.
r- .
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